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I INTRODUCTION,
4
A* STAmfKIW Of THE PROBLI!^.!.
It is the purpose of this study to find out what physical conditio|i8
seem to be principally connected with juvenile delinquency and how these
conditions operate to produce their demoralizing effects. It is a signifi-
cant fact that the crime waves which have swept this country have been
carried on by individuals who have, in many cases, not reached their matur-
ity. Delinquency itself is a socially inadequate adjustment, on the part
of the individual, to difficult situations. The factors that go to make
up these difficult situations together with physical and mental conditions
which influence an individual's capacity to adjust, constitute the causes
of delinquency.
Each juvenile offense is the outcome of a comple ity of causes,
some of whose origins date back years before the ccxaiaittal of the offense
and some whose origins are immediately connected with the ect of delin-
quency. It has been shown that a different set of causes is involved in
each individual case. It is impossible to state the group of causes which
will invariably result in any particular offense. The factors which
operate to turn a child's behavior in one direction rather than another
may be very obscure. It often appears that quite different offenses are
the results of the same group of causesj but further investigation shows
that still other factors are present in each case, which determine the
type of delinquency.
A proper evaluation of the role of physical conditions in be-
havior problems, therefore, demands a study of the total individual as a

2unit. This unit has, from the point of view of examination and treat-
ment, various technical aspects - the physical, mental, emotional, and
moral, A problem is seldom explained on the basis of one aspect alone,
for experience has shown that there is close interaction and interplay
of the facts. The physical, although of fundamental importance, is but
one side of the individual who is a social being, \le can understand the
Individual only in so far as we take into account his social implica-
tions. The role that physical conditions play in the destiny of the
child may be for good or for evil, according to the attitude we are able
to implant in him,
B, DEFINITION AlTD LD.IITATION OF THE SUBJECT.
This thesis is limited to the consideration of physical con-
ditions involved in juvenile delinquency, A differentiation must be
made between crime and delinquency. Reduced to simplest tenas, a crime
is an act in violation of any law. More technically, a crime may be
defined as follows:-
"A crixae is an act believed to be of such serious consequence
to the well-being of society or of the public at large, and to affect so
adversely the interests or the life of the state, that it has been
brought within the cognizance of the law, and there specifically pro-
hibited - generally with a penalty prescribed for its commission. Like-
wise the omission of an act expressly enjoined by the law constitutes
1
a crirae".
It should be noted that a crime as defined above is not
1, Best, Harry - Crime and Crimininal Law in U,S,
N. Y. - Macmillan Company - 1930 - p, 3

necessarily an anti -social or iiniaoral uct. It is simply an act for-
bidden by law. The term crime is often used to designate imnoral acts
which are not contrary to law. In the same way the word delinquency
may be carelessly applied to those who are merely naughty, when it
should be restricted to juveniles who have become seriously maladjusted,
1
Lenroot has defined the term as foliows:-
"Juvenile delinquency may be defined as violation of law by
persons of juvenile court age or conduct on the part of such persons
so seriously anti-social as to interfere with the rights of others or
menace the welfare of the delinquent himself or of the community**.
V7orkers in juvenile courts have pointed out repeatedly the
unsoxindness of designating all maladjusted children as delinquents.
The indiscriminate use of such terms often affects the attitudes of
2
children and tends to increase the difficulty of adjustment.
In dealing with the causes of juvenile delinquency, various
phases of physical conditions will be discussed. They will be con-
sidered as follows: -
1» There are those conditions of the body which pre-
dispose to abnormal states of mind, such as disturbances of
growth and body development.
2. There are also pathological physical conditions,
such as general ill health and particular diseases
and defects,
3. Nervous disorders that lead to misconduct.
4. Gland disorders.
1. Lenroot, Katherine - Special report for National Coram, on
Law Obaervance and Enforcement - October, 1929 - p, 8
2, Van Waters, Miriam - 'Youth in Conflict" - ILY. - Republic
Pub. CO. 1925 - ^ittitude of Delinquency - pp. 146-o6

5» iinotional conditions.
b« ilentttl aisordars that tena to overlap
physical conditions,
7. effects of stimulants ana narcotics.
Diseasfc - I»lay be dofined as a distarbed or abnormal
physiological action ifi the living organism. Tnis tends to show
that disease plays a considerable part in the cause of crime.
Disease may be divided into two classifications: -
1. Physical disease applies to abnormalities
and disturbances of various parts of the body*
2. ^lental disease pertains to the mind.
Physical disease is much a matter of surroundings,
but may be influenced to a considerable extent by mental capacities
of the individual. After close association with those who have
been branded as criminals one cannot but see that disease does
play a large part in the causation of crime.
Mental disease may be hereditary or environmental
and may be brought on by a disregard of the physical laws of
health.
There are individuals, wno because definitely suffer-
ing from physical defects, aiseases and peculiarities, tend
more readily than others to respond to opportunities which
suggest or directly offer the chance of misconduct. There
is some physical basis of influence that affects most all
human behavior.
»4 •
o» r;LPQRTA:;c^ qf this study
The subject of the physical condition of the juvenile
delinquent is of utmost importance from the standpoint of its
relation to the state of mind of the general public and also
of parents. Physical, unlike mental, conditions can be seen,
appreciated and understood - hence, in connection with the
juvenile delinquent, it is recognized as a valuable and im-
portant work. These physical conditions are often painful,
troublesome and annoying and their removal makes the child
grateful to those who have helped him. In some instances
there are physical conditions the changing of which have marked
effect upon the morals of the child,
»Ve are now approaching the day when we shall
realize that disease and defect ttre handicaps for committ-
ing offenses against the public, v/e shall accordingly ascer-
tain the mental and physical conditions of all people and
recognize the fact that tne persons suffering from abnormal
conditions of body or mind are particularly liable to commit
crime. The logical consequence will be that we shall take the
necessary steps either to cure such sufferers or to place them
where they will have no opportunity to commit offenses.
The .development of the child into a useful member
of society is an evolutionary process; dependent upon the inter-
action of two forces, the one acting from within or the inherited
•
nature of the child and tha other from without, known aa his
acquisition from his environment. Therefore, into what kind
of a member of society a child will evolve, depends upon the
kind of inheritance he has and the environment in which he
is placed.
Delinquency is the offense of persons, who have not
yet reached their maturity, against the community in which
they live. If it is permitted to retain its grip on the
individual long enough, it may run through the various acts
of delinquency and finally enter into the broader phase of
crime.
The attitude of society has been raoidly changing
toward the juvenile delinqueiit during the l&st few decades.
Recently the term "delinquent" has come to mean more than
mere violation of law or custom. It now includes wayward
tendencies of a serious nature. It is becoming recognized
as a state of mind and morals rather than the commission of
a particular offense. In order to solve the crime situation
that is present in this country today, it is necessary that
the incipient delinquent - tne prospective criminal, be
reached. Since most of our criminals at the present time
are young, it is a safe assertion that they are recruited
from the ranks of the juvenile delinquent.
•
7In dealing with this class of youth the individ-
ual oiust be studied and an attempt made to discover what
is the underlying cause for his conduct and in what way
this can be remedied. In spite of great complexity and
diversity of causes of juvenile delinquency, cases are
found to have many factors in common. The different combina-
tions of these factors are largely responsible for the
differences in offenses. It should be possible, therefore,
to draw up a list of conditioning factors from the study
of a large number of cases, which would cover most of the
possibilities and from which could be isolated any group
or combination of factors applicable to a particular casoo
Such a list should prove to be a diagnostic aid for all
workers in the field of juvenile delinquency,
"This attitude is not only essential from the stand-
point of trying to evaluate the various conditions and situa-
tions that tend to produce delinquency and criminality; it
is just as essential that all the great resources of oar
national wealth be safeguarded, and by far the most important
of these is the youth of America, For, unless our youth
be safeguarded in every essential, the foundations of national
corruption are laid. But, by using every opportunity and
meeting the challenge as it is presented today, a generation
of citizens of trustworthy character will be guaranteed to
1
^i-merioa,"
1. Special Report for National Commission on Law Observance
and Enforcement - October, I525,
f•
II. 3RLJ? HISTORY 0? HiU R::LaTI0M3
CRLU: /iND PHYSICAL COIIDITIONS.
€«
8Thtj trtiatmunt of the criminal up to tue latter
part of the nineteenth century was dominated by the theories
of the classical school, founded "by the Italian criminologist,
Cesare Beccaria, He insisted that no punishment should be
greater than the crime warranted, and that all men should
be equal in the eyes of the law. Thus tne funaamental
principle of the classical school was tnat tht treatment
of a criminal should be determined by tne character of the
crime that he liad committed.
In ibyt), Gesare Lorabroao of the positive school
asserted that criminal behavior was fundamentally caused
by the physical conditions of tiie criminal. He and his
followers insisted tr^at it was necessary to study criminals
in order to aeal effectively with crime. They turned
attention from crimes to criminals, thus laying tiie basis
for indiviuaalization in the treatraeiit of tnese persons.
Their principal argument was that criminals constitute a
"born type", 3o far as the theory can be summarized, it
1
is as follows:
1. Criminals are by birth a distinct type.
2, They may be recognized by stigmata, such
as asymmetrical cranium, long lower jaw,
flat nose, etc.
3« Lombroso ascribed the abnormalities to
1. Lombroso - "Crime: Its Causes ana Remeaies", Chap, I - Part II]
••
an arrested embryological davelopraent which was dua
to two causes:
(a) i.tavism - reappearance of characteristics
present in man in earlier stages of his
evolution.
(b) Degeneration and diseasea conditions of
the organism, especially epilepsy which
centers in tht nervous system.
1
Lom"broso's followers maintained that, net
only was thv;re a horn criminal type in general, hut that
there were special types, such as thieves, murderers and
sex offenders, that could be recognized by physical
stigmata. He believed ai^d sought to prove by the examina-
tion of criminals, that a man's mode of feeling and his
actual conduct aro in torn determined by and find expression
in nis physical constitution. Anthropologic investigations
into skull structures, brains and other organs were sought
in terms cf physical ana organic conditions. He asserted
that abjiormal and ucgenerative physical conditions were to
be found in the criminal, particularly in nis skull and
brain. Since similar abnonnalit ics were also encountered
in non-delinquents, he declared that the uistinotion lay
in the number and cuoracttr of the stigmata. As evidence
of tills doctrine, it is supposed to have been proved that
1. Lorabrosc - "Grime: Its Causes ^- Remeaies" - p. XVII,
c1
•
the criminul is distin^uishtid from tht law-abiding
community by marked differences in physique, revealed
by aeasarements, by tnc presence cf ccnspicucus,
physical anomalies, iiccording to Lombroso's original
doctrine the criminal thus stigmatized is an ati»vistic
anomaly
.
Another leader of the positivt school was the
1
criminal sociologist, ^rico Perri. He stated his
theory of criminality as fellows:
"Crime is thu result cf many causes, which,
although linked into an intricate network, can be de-
tected by rpeans of careful study« Crime is a phenomenon
of complex origin and the r;,sult of biological, physical
and social conditions. There is no doubt that crime and
criminals are the product of the simultaneous action of
these biological, physical and social conditions". His
classification of criminals is as follcv.s: 1) insane
criminal 2) born criminal 3) habitual criminal
4) occasional criminal R) emotional criminal.
Dr. Griffiths, an ^iglish prison official,
began a study cf the inmates of liis institution for the
purpose cf comparison with the non-criminal population.
Dr. Goring succeeded him in tnis task and studied three
thousand entrants to ^glish ccnvict prisons. The data
rosultirig from the survey consist of information gathered
1. ?erri - "Criminal Sociology", - Chap, III.
c
from various souroes, for exaainlti, physical measartmtjnts,
details of norsonal und family history and descriptions
of physical and mental qialitifcs revtuled through exam-
ination and inquiry. He rnadt vury careful measurements
of various physical traits wuicn Lora'broso haa contended
1
were characttristic of criminals. Gcrings conclusion
is stated as follows:
"In the present investij^at ion we have exhaus-
tively compared, with regard to many physical cht^racters,
different kinds of criminals with each other, and crimin-
als as a class, with tht law-abiding public. ?rom these
comptiriscns, no evidence ht^s emergtsd confirming the exis-
tence of a physical criminal type. Our data show that
physical aifferences exist between different kinds of
criminals. .<hen allowance is made for a certain range of
probable variation, ana when thty are reduced to a common
standard of age, stature, intelligence and class, these
differences tend to disappear. Our results nowhere con-
firm the evidence, nor justify the allegations, of criminal
anthropologists. They challenge tneir evidence at almost
every point. Ir fact, "hoth with regard to measurements and
the presence of physical anomalies in criminals, our
statistics present a startli/ig conformity witii similar
statistics of law-abiding classes. Therefore, there is
no such thing as a physical criminal tyoe".
1. Goring - "English Convict", p. I73.
•c
f
Psychiatry more than any othtir scibnce may
T»e called a product of oar century, nhout ibOl, there
appeared a meaical treatise on mental disease "by Pinel
which put an end to corrective and penal methods against
the insane* Psychiatry met with rapid develorntnt , Pinel
was followed "^y >:lsquirol who made an important contribution
to criminology. The theory of the insane from tl:iat time
on began to disappear, and in its plact new outliiit;S of
the criminal were formea, Tne long li^t of manias, tne
lack of spasms and aeliriu.ms ana many other itoras of
significance, nave extended the boundaries of mental in-
firmity, reduced the fiela cf delinquency and prepared
an explanation of the nature of crime. It was in tne
midst of frequent experiments that tne first two theories
of criminality, 1) degeneration and 2) moral insanity,
began to form.
Some years later the theory of degeneration
was set forth in Prance by T.Iorel. He lockca uocn degen-
eration as a kind of degradation. He claimed that "the
degeneration of cur nature is due to the going astray
of the primitive tyne, which contains in itself all the
necessary elements for preservation of the species".
Then he iidied the "Sle of heredity - a theory already con-
firmed ir; relation tc iihe transmission of crime by Lucas.
fi
13
•
Tracing through generations the evolution of tn^ psycho-
pathic process, he succeeded in establishing for the first
time tht relation hetv/een criminality and dugenerution.
Despine occunied an important place among
criminal anthropologists. The object of his investiga-
tion was the psychological side of the criminal; for,
according to him, the habitual offender suffers a moral
anomaly characterized by the absence of remorse.
llaudsley is one of the most remarkable names
in contemporary mental science. The characteristic
features of his theory are the diagnosis of tne criminal
as morally insane and tne existence of a middle zone between
mental disease and delinquency. T.laudslcy says, "there is a
class of criminals marked by defective physical and mental
organization, one result of their defect being an extreme
deficiency or complete absence of moral sense, A consid-
erable proportion of tiiem are weak-minded, epileptic or
become insane, and the diseases from which they suffer are
chiefly tubercular troubles and aiseases of the nervous
system. Grime is a sort of outlet in wnich their un-
1
sound tendencies are discharged."
1, ".laudsley - "Responsibility in llental Disease", p. 32»
cc
Ill H^IgPIT^.RY QQNDITIGKS,
/c
c
"Heredity in a strict sense is the transmission
of "narticalar germinal organization" from na rents to
offspring. The germ plasm from which tne child arises
by differentiation products many different structurL^s
with widely varying fonctions. Heredity may limit trie
possible development of tne individaal. Tne problems
of heredity ar« f'jrthtr complicated by variation in
which the factors of the environment influence the
development of tne hereditary possibilities".
"The central fact of heredity discloses that
the individual arises from the go-rm plasm of his parents.
iVhat he di-velops into or is capable of, depends on his
parental germ plasm. Thjs, a ^articular caaracter of a
wrent may bo present in the offspring because it is a
dominant character, or it may not annear because it is a
recessive, although a recessive not appearing may remain
latent only to ap-^ear in later generations, ^..n individual
may follow one parer.t, or may be a blend of the two, or
there may be a progressive inheritance in v;hich the individ-
1
ual exhibits characters not present in the parents at all".
Goring says that "Heredity is postulated as an
influence wnich tends tn the whole to reproduce some likeness
2
of tne ancestral genius".
1. "anatomy and Physiology" - rVilliams - p. 47*
2. Goring - "English Convict", p. 33^
•

The pro"bleiii of hiwian condact is so comnlicated
"by environment and other hiologic factors that only now
and then do we t^ct positive satisfactory evidence of the
part that heredity plays in the background of aelinqaency.
Inheritance of curtain types of feeble-mindedness and
epilepsy is a well established fact. There are less well
known inherited conditions also in the background of anti-
social condact.
The idea that criminal tendencies are inherited
is not of recent origin. Lombroso toacned on tiie biology
of criminal inheritance. He was prlTiarily interested in
the measurement of criminal types where stigmata were
generally found at birth and not outgrown.
Goring also r^ixda a study of the problem of
heredity in its relation to crime and the production
of criminals. The first step toward determining the
hereditary character of crime is to ascert.ain how success-
ive generations of individuals resemble each other in the
fact of their crirne and ir.iDrisonment for crime. This leads
only to tne discovery of certain facts cf family ni story
and statistics on family resemblar.ce
,
1
The purpose of his investigation was two-fold:
1, To determine the correlation between parents
and offspring, ana between contemporary members of the
1. Gorir g - "English Convict", p. 341»
c1
iG
same furnily with rcgara to tiicir uonvicticr- for crime,
2. To estiniijte, I'rorn tucse i'acts rvjlatea to
other eviaeiiCe, hew fur any such fumily resemblancte in
crime Qtpends upon the influtnco of airtct or cross-
inheritance, tind hew far it is tnt; re-salt of family
contagion.
By correlatii.g imprisonment of fatners ane sons -
a coefficient of .dO was foaad, whicii was similar to the
degree of relationship between pairs of sach factors as
stature, span, eye color, susceptibility to tuberculosis,
ai Q et:ier physical traits. Fer brct:iers tne criminality
correlation was,45* ^'^^ order to guard against attributing
too great a dugree of criminality to delinquency, Goring
considered the relation sui*^ of environmental factors of
a) contagion, and b) force of circumstances, and found
them to ^e small.
Following his study of inheritance Goring came
1
to tnt, following general conclusions:
"Criminal diatiicsis, revealta by txiu tendency
to '''e convicted ana imprisoned for crime, is inheritea at
much the same rate as are other physical and mental
qualities and pathological conaitions in man. The secoi.d
conclusion is that the influence of parental contagion,
although varying somewhat in intensity in different con-
ditions, is inconsiderable, relatively to tne influence of
1. Goring - "English Convict", p.
f
inharitancG and of mental defectiveness: which aru by
far the most significant factors we have "been able to
discover in the etiology of crime".
Family histories such as taost cf the Kallikak's
and Jake's have been ased to show tht inheritance of
criminal traits. Such records are only suggestive cf
the explanations of criminal tendencies. There were many
unaffected in every family, and of those affected it is
impossible to escape implications of environmental in-
fluences such as the co.iTOunity and group attitudes.
Snaulding aiid Healy in bG8 cases of family
charts stated that they found evidence of only fifteen
cases that iri tne least suggested inherited criminality
and in these cases various physical and mental factors
were considered the real inheritancts . In i\l^<- of tne cases,
heredity was considerea to be indirectly responsible for
crime, but only because certain physical and mental traits
which seemed to be inherited, formed the background where
criminalism was implanted.
There is danger from drawing conclusions about
heredity being the main factor back of misdeeds simnly be-
cause some members of the ft^mily v/are guilty of aelinquency.
The only fair way to study inheritance in criminalistic
families is to ascertain the various causes of misbehavior
in individual cases, and then comnare these with known
r
16
horitablfc conditions, i'otniiie, is mort unfair than to
take into account tha f«aily history alone in ordor to
prove criminal inhtsritanca . i''or a thorough understand-
ing of tlrxe case, a datailtd fanvironmental and devfclop-
aental history is also necussary, Delinciaent tendencies
may arise through any of a large numher of possi'ble
biological, mtntal or social factors.
1
Healy states thc^t excess physical develop-
ment, strength and energy which aay "be inheritea, accom-
panied hy self-will and self-assertion, tena to lead
toward delinquency. 3y lockii g into sach traits as "bad
temper and irritability, one finds many evidences of in-
heritance of physical characteristics. Oufbreaks of
temrjer may he dae to an epileptic condition. There is a
possi"bility that parental reactions in the household may
be partly responsible for tnt character of a child. Tne
inheritanci= of other physical traits ai;a characteristics,
especially of the nervous system, which may have much to
do with tne production of crime, is well estahiisi^ied
.
Ijarly onset of puberty, which is often dangerous under
certain enviroamental conditions, may be a family charac-
teristic.
Burt made a study of relative frequency of
hereditary conditions in one hundroa of nis delinquent
families.
Healy - "Individual Delinquent'*, p. 189,
J. Burt - "Young Dtil inqutnt"
, p. 4&«
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Di:;VSLOPlCTTAL CONDITIONS.
ft
Physical defects may be due to heredity, pre-
natal conditions, the birth process, or experiences after
birth. Certain defects may be inherited, sach as blindness
and deaf-mutism.
A. PRSMATAL CONDITIONS .
These include, strain or shock of mother during
the period of pregnancy, overwork or extreme sickness and
perhaps insanity or feeblemindedness during this period.
In some instances, ailments during pregnancy are severe
enough to be considered probable causes. A chronic or
severe acute disease may be sufficient. Illness such as
typhoid fever during this period leaves its influence upon
the offspring, which may result in mental abnormality and
later lead to delinquency. Healy also considers the crowd-
ing of twins and attempted abortion as possible factors.
This phase of the study does not attempt to deal
exhaustively with prenatal conditions, but to indicate as
briefly as possible, some of the injurious conditions that
arise during pregnancy.
If the mother is mentally troubled or worried to
the extent of causing malnutrition and physical disturbance,
it may be considered that the unborn child is a probable
sufferer, Excessive worries may so interfere with the
J. J'l
f
i f /'I
21
mother's physical condition as to affect tht child. The
child of an epileptic aother, who has attacks during preg-
nancy, is apt to suffer from the after-effects. There is
a condition known as toxemia during convulsions, and the
unborn infant must "be directly affected by the poisons which
are circulating in the mothc-r's 'blooQ.
Alcoholism during pregnancy has a bad affect
upon the growing fetus, alcohol circulates with ease through
the blood of the mother into the embryonic circulation, and
thus the growing brain cells are injured. The cells in the
younger stages of growth are more plastic and more readily
affected by alcoholic poisoning. Thus the drinking mother
stands a great chance of bringing forth children with defec-
tive or unstable nervous systems. These abnormalities lead
to inefficiency and possibly later to delinquency.
When morphine is taken by the pregnant mother it
tends to injure the unborn child. Ilealy says, "The infant
sometimes will not survive unless it is given some of the
1
morphine it has been receiving up to the time of the birth".
"The germ cf syphilis is now known to infect the
embryo, and develop in the new born child." Its after-effects
may be seen in various organs of the body and also the central
nervous system. It is clear that when the nervous system is
affected, or when there is a sensory defect, as the result
1," Individual Delinquent" - Healy - p. 204«

of congenital syphilis, the relationship of the disease to
delinquency may bo closti. Feeblemindedness, or tpilepsy
may follow from tnis disease. Jffects upon the nervous
system range from juvenile paresis to headaches and nervous
instability. Healy came to the conclusion, that syphilis
in parents which is passed along to tne offspring, has a
more injurious influence upon the physical and mental develop-
ment of children than is observed in any other disease,
B. NATViL wU^D PG3T-NATAL- CONDITION
S
.
Premature birth givts a poor start in the world,
but it does not always permanently handicap tne child. Healy
does not consider it a cause of delinquency unless there are
physical or mental defects, i-xtreraely severe or prolonged
labor may injure the offspring. It may cause intra cranial
conditions that later tend to produce delinquency. It is
believed that instrumental delivery, in itself, does not
result in mental defect any more than prolonged labor, where
the head is compressed for a long period of time. However,
there may be cases where the effect cf accident at birth is
very plain, or where the child has suffered from intra cranial
hemorrhage, within a few days after birth.
Post natal conditions are effective in the produc-
tion of delinquency only as they cause some form of physical
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or mental abnormality. After birth, various accidents and
diseases, also undernourishment and othtr conditions of life,
tend to nroduce defects. Cranial injury may rtsult in chorea,
epilepsy and such diseases of the nervous system. Brain fever
and meningitis have figured in some of Healy's cases. V/hen
illnesses affect the central nervous system, resulting in
coma and convulsions, there may be some damage to the brain
1
cells. The following table is Healy's analysis of develop-
mental conditions in 623 cases.
Analysis of Defectivfci j^rly Developmental Conditions
.
Prenatal Lla.jor Cases Minor Cases
Congenital syphilis 2b
!.iother sickly or poor condition 34
Mother severely ill G
Mother much worried lb
Mother abused - generally drunken husband 3I
Mother alcoholic b
Mother morphinist 2
Mother old 4
Father old 1
Attempted abortion
^
Mother insane 1
Severe mental shock to mother 3
One of twins 3
1» "Individual Delinquent", Healy - p. 20&,
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l^la.ior Cases '.linor Cases
Uother aestituta fto
?Jother working very hard i
Natal
jlarkedly premataru hirth 5
very aiiilcult laoor 10
Post- natal
Much illness in general oftdo
Very severe early illness 10
j:<pnepsy xn cnixciiiooa Q7
Severe convulsions in cuildhood
'I:)
Severe head injury
^jar maxnuurxb lun savara D
Impacted teeth, — very severe o
oevere accxuenx.
Severe rheamatism X
lilastoid infection severe •73
Gonorrhea severe 1
Ilarly paralysis 4
Severe "brain fever" 5
Severe "meningitis" 5
Severe chorea 7
"The factor never appears major because the more
immediate cause is the condition or peculiarity of mind or
"body that defective developmental factors leave in their train".
1. "Individual Delinquent" - Healy - p. I37.
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A, PHY3IQU:; a:]d creidulity .
Abnormal physical characteristics of an individ-
ual affect his conduct in different ways. They may induce
anti-socicil conduct directly as through excessive energy
or strength leading to crimes of violenca, also through
small size or small nands, by v/nich a person may enter
small openings or easily insert the hand into pockets.
These physical characteristics may also affect conduct
indirectly by reason of their bearing upon ability to make
an honest living, or because of their effect upon the
attitude of the individual to ether people,
A study by Goring of the physique of criminals
compared with tue general population in ^Ingland, based upon
an examination of criminals iii Parkhurst Prison, shows that
thbse convicts as a whole are physically inferior to the
general population of the same age, .Vith the exception of
those convicted of fraud, they are shorter and lighter than
non-criminals and than those convicted of violence to the
person, who are stronger and have greater constitutional
soundness than tne members of a law-abiding community*
Thieves and burglars, who constitute 'jO^ of criminals, are
not only inferior in stature and weight, but relatively to
the other classes of criminals, are puny.
1. "Individual Delinquent", - Healy - p. 23G
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Goring' s explanation of his facts is not that
of Lotn'broso' s "crimincil type", "hut rather that these
"bodily inferiorities are selective factors detennining
to some extent conviction for crime. He says that the
physically inferior are selcted for crime by their occu-
pation and their stru^jgle with noverty, Moreover, he
believes that physically superior beings are less nrone
to commit crimes than the inferior because of more amiable
dispositions
.
It is probable that physical inferiority may
operate to nroaucc aelinquency through its effect on tne
ability to make a living by manual labor. If lack, of
physical vigor is combined witn lack of intellect or the
training necessary for occupations which do not demand a
high degree of strength or endurance, it might be supposed
that physical inferiority would be fo'und correlated with
criminality. The occupational statistics of criminals
seem to bear oat tne supnosition that those occupations
which require but little intellect or training, furnish
more than their proportion of the criminals.
Frequently physical inferiority manifested in
some disability or chronic ailment starts the vicious
circle of poverty, hopelessness, irritability and crime.
1. Goring - "^Inglish Convict", p. l^iG.
(
>
B. DLTIXOBg^ TAX, n B^' Q RT.lAL IT IIZS .
Abnornal developmtnt may >>© considered an
imoortant cause of delinquency, 3y abnormalities of
development Htaly means the physical conditions which
are disproportionately correlated with the age of the
individual. Vn'hen a growing child is so small tnat he
cannot compete fairly with his mates who are classified
with him, according to age, or when a child prematurely
develops into the form of an adult; it is under tnese
conditions that developmental abnormalities involve
social and moral issues
It should be understood that physical ab-
normality may be only temporary. The child may grow
larger or smaller, or in tne opposite type of case,
may never develop further than proportions that appear
to be excessive at a given age. For example, an over-
grown girl of twelve years may be a perfectly normal
woman at twenty-one years.
Healy has shown very clearly that under-
developmert and over-development, especially at the age
of adolescence, are closely related tc delinquency. He
made a study of eight hundred twenty-three juvenile
recidivists and found that 132?^ i^^d some such ancm«ily
in development as one of txie probable causes of their

delinquent acts.
In dealing with tnt problem of ahnormully
early or late puherty it is not accarate to consider
averages, n ratner wide range of time limits siioala be
considered to represent tna normal. In tne case of
girls the age of first menstruation is the btst known
of any of the facts connected with the onset of puberty.
In most casts tnis physiological function starts at about
twelve years. Znglemann states that "the average age in
the United States for first menstruation is at fourteen
years - earlier than the average in *Iurope".
The age of puberty in boys is not so readily
distinguished. In general, if signs of puberty which
appear normally at fourteen and a half to fifteen years,
are already present at thirteen years or earlier it may
be considered a possible danger sign. Most individuals
at this earlier age are not mentally equipped to stand
the burden of this new life,
0, Various pil^sjs of growth atid d:jVi:lop'^j^it
.
Deviations from tno normal in growth are found
more frequently in aelinquents, than non-delinquents.
Goring found prisoners to be slightly undersized and
underweight.
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1. U!i d::r-di;vij.oriint .
In an industrial area delinquent children are
usually undeveloped. In some individuals small siiie and
light weight are inborn peculiarities. In young boys, lack
of physical development may penalize their whole career,
operating much the same as bodily disease, A frail indi-
vidual may fail to hold his own against companions of
similar age and ordinary proportions. Lack of growth may
not be accompanied by a deficiency of strength, yet it may
bring identical results. In searchiiig for work muscular
vigor is gaged by a glance at an applicant's physique, and
the luckless youth may ^e turnea away despite real health
and energy, and in his path lies a swift and easy roaa to
1
dishonesty and crime.
To the working girl neither size or strength is
so essential. The physical handicap is less severe or
works in ways more subtle.
Under-development ht<s bten raost emphasized as a
cause of crime, oarticul^^rly by foreign criminologists.
Some authorities claim it does not play such a big part
2
in this country. However, Morrison states that physical
inferiority is one of tne most important causes which pro-
duces delinquency. He says, that inferior offenders have
to live by the labor of their hands. When strengtn is lack-
ing they are at a disaavantage • Tiie weak ones are not
1. Bart, Cyril - "Young Delinquent
" , p. 202,
2, Morrison - "Juvenile Offenders", p. 102,
Vs
1
selected for the laboring class, and as a consequence,
they find pauper life easy and crime even inviting. In
the past in this country, chances cf employ.U'-nt have "been
greater than in foreign lands, but ttitre are still plenty
of discouragements forced upon ti*u victim of physical in-
feriority. Healy says he iias never sceri a case in wnich
poor general development seemed to be an important cause
of delinquency in a fuoale. He would not deny the possi-
bility of finding it in boys or men.
There are several types of cases where non-
development of general sex characteristics tend to bring
to the individual some sug>^estior;s for del ir:quency
,
(a) In tue case cf a girl with masculine appearance,
especially if wita muscular strength, a masculine type
of delinqaancy or adventure may suggest itself, (b) The
other type comprises the young man who retains nis child-
ish general physical characteristics and is designated as
effeminate. It does not s«em to be generally recognized
that there may be abnormality in the correlation of the
various signs of adult masculinity. There may be complete
normal pubescence with retention of cxiildish contour cf
face and voice tones. Individuals cf this type, by reason
of seme maladjustment of tne sex instinct, are readily
recruited to the ranivs cf sex perversion.

2. ov::R-DL^/n.op:.uiT .
It has bayn shown vt;ry olearly that over-devel-
opment, especially at the age of adolescence, is closely
1
related to delinquency , Healy says, "'//e need barely
touch on the sabject cf gfaneral physical over-development
except as applied to males, because whenever the same
physical phenomenon has been observed in females there
has always been corresponding over-development of sex
characteristics which heavily complicated the case, I^ven
when excess general size and strength in girls seem to be
a main factor, sex affairs usually complicate, which lead
us to negative conclusions about the responsi'^ility of
general over-developmant alone", A boy whose physical
growth is exceptional may bo at a disadvantage in various
ways. To be overgrown may sometimes hamper good conduct
quite as much as '^eing too small, ^is a rule, the mind
does not grew at the same accelerated pace as his body,
i2nergy that should go to intellectual growth is drained
by excessive development of physical strength. He is
apt to taKe on a form of tomporary backwardness as physique
outstrips intelligence.
Over-development in boys may produce restlessness
and truancy, becuase they find themselves in classes with
those who may not be younger but are smaller in size. This
1. Healy - "Individual Delinquent", p. 242,
c" *
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tends to make a child conspicuous among schoolmates of
the sarafe age, "Chronological ago is the main factor in
dottrmining his relations with narents and teachers, "hut
physical size is the main factor in determining his rela-
1
tions with strangers". The overgrown lad finds himself
out of place almost everywhere. Mis arms and legs grow
more rapidly than his body; thus there is apt to be a less
of muscular co-ordination resulting in awkwardness. Tne
nervous system becoratis unable tt cope with excess develop-
ment. Clumsiness is marked between twelve aiid fifteen
years of age, since it is toward puberty that largest
spurts of growth take place. In class and at play the
quick growing boy towers over all and is apt to dominate
his companions. He may become a bully toward little ones
and a ringleader in tnt group.
The commonest complaints are of damage and
violence. This type of boy is iiCt so much dangerous
or destructive as he is difficult to manage, otherwise
known as "beyor^ parental control", characteristic
offense is running away from school and home, for it
becomes almost intolerable to be cooped up and hemmed in.
In many ways the oversized child tends to be set a^art
from his ;nates in a way that affects his feelings and
frequently his conduct.
1. Gillin - "Criminology and Penology", - p. 95»
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This over-developed condition onerates in a
different manner and to a Itsss disastrous degree in
girls. "".lany have been considered overgrown tomboys
during school days. Bodily over-developmtr.t gotis hand
in hand with sexual over-development -and aggressive
behavior is nature's own safety for surplus energy.
Occasionally it brings oat violent conduct. There may
be an attempt to exploit power for aggression as well
as for defense. "It has been said that general over-
development has little connection with delinquency in
young girls, but when sex characteristics are involved,
1
the relationship to delinquency is marked".
Delinquent tenaencios c^us^d by a general over-
development of sex characteristics may arise both from
within and without. vVell developea young girls are prone
to have an unusual amount of sex feeling and sex conscious-
ness, ana just such a person is regarded as attractive
by the opnosite sex. The girl who reachts physical maturity
at a very early age, btfore her experiences have passed
those of childhood, is decidedly handicapped . Iri the case
of delinquents, sexual precocity nas been especially
noticeable in connection with sex offenses. There is no
question that early maturity puts a great strain upon the
adolescent girl and accounts for many lapses of conduct.
1. Burt - "Young Delinquents", p. 2l8.
0t
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Healy and Bronner found that from ^'d'^- to b4%
of two thousand juv&nile recidivists in Chicago, and
from 72a' to 73^- o^" '^l^ie girls were over-duvfalopbd physically.
They say that "fruqufcint physical over-development in young
girls is of very great interest. There can be no doubt
that the common sense observatioi of many judges is truc,
namely, that a girl's sex delinquency frequently is "based
on physical over-development - ptrhaos directly causing
her attentioi. to be drawn to sex life, as well as leading
1
her to be attractive to the opposite sex",
3, PRg-IATIJR:: PUBERTY .
Adolescent crime occurs when physical develop-
ment is usually early and mental and moral development
delayed. In girls, thera is a marked over-development
for the age of the ordinary signs of female maturity,
particularly enlargement of the hips and bust, and a
general rounding of the figure, .-ill four characteris-
tics of adolescence, namely, siiie, form, sexual functions,
and sexual consciousness are developed prematurely together.
The young girl suddenly finds herself quite grown up.
The connection between delinquency and premature puberty
is» (a) girls are alluring to the opposite sex outwardly,
(b) inwardly they are apt to accumulate sex emotions.
The resulting offenses are usually sexiial. Some of the
1, Healy ana Bronner - "Youthful Offenders" - American
Journal of Sociology - Vol, XXII - p, 44,
c
various typ&s are animt<tt;d and forward in ^ohavior, while
others are inert and backward. There oiay he a lack, of
harmony in development, such as accelerated growth in
physique - height, weight and strength - with no sexual
functions to correspond. This typt is less serious in
girls. Then, there may be an over-development in sex
functions with no change in physique. This may prove
disastrous in girls. Puberty may develop too soon with
sex feelings and impulses, thus leading to misconduct at
an early age, '.!arked over-development of sex characteris-
tics, as enlarged hips and bust, with no premature onset
of physiological functions tends to bring about ari unusual
amount of sex emotion. It is the developcieiit of these
physical and mental sex characteristics- that seem to be
attended by the greatest risk of all,
»'/ith boys it usually means very early general
physical development and often includes premature puberty
signs, such as deep voice and appearance of hair on the
face. In the case of a boy, premature sex feeling without
physical development may lead to homosexual practices.
This may occur in adolescents who are physically weak'
and childish, Vfnen puberty is delayed, the boy may
suffer from neurotic bashfulness and develop an anti-
social attitude, .Yhen sex characteristics are delayed

the youth rettiins his infantile appearance,
Burt in nis study of two hundred cases found
premature or excessive sex development among nearly 10%
of the girls and only 4^ of the 'boys. It may "be consid-
ered dangerous in the girl whenever it has been found
as a major cause of delinquency.
In the normal physical development of a healthy
child the most critical period is that of puberty. For a
long time adolescence has been thought to be definitely
related to an increase in juvenile aelinquency, Burt
found that most of his cases convicted of serious crime,
for the first time, are between twenty and thirty-five
years old. Habitual offenders tend to receive their first
conviction much earlier. About ^J^^ sentenced before
the age of twenty and 14% before the age of fifteen.
Crime may almost be considered a contagious disease to
which young persons are exposed during puberty.
Stanley Hall says, "adolescence is preeminently tue
criminal age, when vicious careers are begun. Everyone
passes through a ttmporary delinquent phase. P&mily
traits now make their first appearance and years are
1
needed before they can be educated and controlled".
Adolescent crime may be viewed as a consequence
1. Hall - "--idol e scene 9 "
, p. 325,

of natural physiological cnangcs. Crime in later lii'tj
may be trie after-effect of a habit that started in
adolescence, which might have been averted during the
formative period. Physical ar.d mental growth is a
continuous process. Puberty is iiot a sharp change,
but rather a slew development of the boay tuat goes
steadily forward. It is suortly after txiis period triat
many children leave school; when tney pass from aiscipline
of parents and teachers to become wage earners. "lany
delinquents convicted at aaolesctnce have a long rocord
of petty faults behind them.
"Physical manifestations of tne adolescent
period start at various ages in different individuals.
It is usually between thirteen and seventeen years in
boys and between twelve ana sixteen years in girls. There
may also be some except icna' ly early and late casts. !iental
maxiifestat ions tend to precede physical characteristics by
at least two years. This period is riot complete until
about four or five years have elapsec. . It is usually when
physical, mental and social growth have been premature or
delayed that delinquent tendencies have accompanied adol-
escence. The cnild gradually acnieves sexual maturity,
.it the a-e when sex organs develop, an inclination toward
sexual misbehavior tends to arise. It is assumed that
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inborn mental tendencies v/iiich aro in the "Hackground
1
during childhood, becomQ active at adolescence".
Character changes are duo mainly to the perfecting of
SQX glands and organs. Daring the adolescent period
an inaividaal tends to pass thrcagh a stage of seCond
childhood. At this time he seems to resume much of
the primitive selfishness of infancy ar^d childish traits
are revived auring tne pubertal period.
'^, 31131 3TRU..TI0N.
Puberty in ^i^^ls is r;iarked by tue appearance
of a monthly crisis. These disturbances are largely
physiological in nature, bat there also appec-rs a mental
upset. Pain and discomfort tend to cause irritability and
to lessen self control. Concealing this condition
magnifies rather than reduces the body tension and is apt
to lead to deceit. ..'ental disturbances that are conriected
with menstruation appear as a factor in delinquency. Theft,
due to sudden impulse, is the ccinmonest offense of this
2
period according to Burt. At this time, women of
neurotic and unstable disposition take to shoplifting
and larceny,.
•
Gudden who has made the most careful studios
of the connection between the stealing impulse and
menstrual period in women, maintains that practically
1. Jones - "Problems of ndolescence" - British Journ, Psych,
Vol, XIII - p. 31.
2. Burt - "Young Delinquent", p, 2lG.
ft
all cases cf shoplifters whoa he has examined, were,
at the time of their offense, in or near their period
of menstruation, !Iost of them wtre properly to be
regarded as hysterical individuals. They gave way to
some strong impulse which suddenly came to them while
they were shopping. Their actions were not previously
planned. Gudden had considerable experience in this
field and he states that 33^- shoplifters are women;
that in two-thirds of the cases no special motive or
need was present; that unusable goods is frequently
stolen; that nearly all cases were at the period of
menstruation, that many had shown a tendency to
aberrational states before stealing. He saw some of
these women at a later menstrual period and found
evidences of excitation then.
In the pre-menstrual period, the individual
tends toward excitement rather than depression, nraong
unstable persons instability is at its height. Iri some
girls, overexcitement occars as scon as tne perioa is
over. In both pre-menstrual and post-menstrual periods
the commonest delinquencies are sexaal miscondact arid
adventures such as wandering or running away. Outbreaks
of temper are frequent and may be, marked by physical
violence. The amount of physical and mental derangement
c€
varies according to aach ind iv id ua 1 . Jxtrema cases
show signs of physical weakness or emotional excite-
ment. Irregular and unus'oal disturbances art quite
common dui^ing the first twelve to eighteen months of
1
puberty, before a routine is established,
6. PHYSICAL SURZ-OTTS .
//eight and height have been looked upon us
indicators of physical maturity and as evaluators of
the body's functioning; therefore, they may be called
rough measures of physical development, ^^ffleck comes
to the following conclusion as to the diagnostic value
of height from a physical point of view: - "Skeletal
growth as measured by height, apart from variations aue
to posture, is vitally a bone measurement and appears
to be a.lmost entirely independent of unfavorable circum-
stances, such as malnutrition". In reference to weight
he makes the following statements: - "In general, the
weight development follows that of height, but is much more
subject to influence by external forces, and much lesa
determined by heredity, ihe fact that weight may be
gained or lost readily renders it all the more valuable
as an index of the adaption of the organism to its
2
environment, as well as an indication of its functioning".
1. Giles - "Menstruation and Its Disorders", ^Jedical 'Ponograph
Series
.
2, Slawson - "Delinquent Boys", p, 27I,
I
Prom tha ahove statement it would seem that
height is a better indicator of a constitutional state,
unaffected by environmental stimuli than weight, but
that they are both fairly good indicators of physical
development.
The following data were collected from insti-
tutional records of weight and height measurements on
delinquent boys in four T'ew York institutions.
(a) vyiGHT.
The average weight for delinquent boys tends
to exceed the norms, that is, there is a tendency for
them to be of superior weight as compared witn the
norms, age for age. Howtsver, this tendency becomes
less marked as the older ages are approached, and it
is even possible to t,et a reversal of the tendency,
that is, older boys tend to be of inferior weight to
unselected boys of the same chronological age, Superior
weight for delinquent boys ranges from eight and one-half
to fifteen ar.d one-half years. Inferior weight in this
class of youth starts at about fifteen years. Bowditch
has demonstrated that social status plays a part in
determining weight. He has sliown that there is a
tendency for boys who come from non-laboring classes
to weigh more than boys who corae from laboring classes.
f
Thtiro was only an avtrage suporiority of ahoat ona
pound in favor of non-laboring boys of the younger
group, but for the older boys it increased to about
three or four pounds. This finding seems to harmonize
with previous studies. Nationality should also be con-
sidered in determining the weight status of delinquents.
1
(b) ILZIGHT .
Height for each age is apt to fluctuate quite
markedly, although there is a definite tendency for older
boys to show inferiority. Fourteen years and six months
is the point at waich inferiority of tne delinquent group
becomes noticeable. There is a slight tendency for delin-
quent boys to excel non-delinqaents in height status.
Various factors may influence results, making it difficult
to come to a definite conclusion as to the height status
of delinquents without considering the disturbing elements.
They are principally, social status, chronological age
and nationality.
As regards social status, Bowditch found, as in
weight, that boys coming from non-laboring classes tend
to be taller than those in the laboring classes. Data
indicate that the difference between two social status
classes is least for lower ages and most for higher ages.
Thus, height status of different social classes tends to
increase with chrc nological age. Nationality plays an
1, Slawson - "Delinquent Boy", - Chap, V.
r
important role in determining the height status of
any group. Bowditch deraonstrated that 1^073 of American
parentage tend to "be taller than those of foreign paren-
tage .
Prom the ahove considerations, 31awson con-
cludes that the delinquent boy on tae average tends to
be on a par with the non-delinquent in height status,
with a slight ttndency toward inferiority, especially
when older delinquents are taken into account. How-
ever, after considering nationality and social status,
the inferiority that was manifested ttnds to disappear,
D» PHYSICAL P^CULLiRirUS a 3 CRLIEIAL ASSJ'S
.
Physique may prove to be a definite asset to
the young criminal. If he realizes the value of his
characteristics, they may become an appreciable factor
in his criminal career. The child who is so slim that
he can squeeze through railings or slip through small
openings; or by means of his size can dodge observa-
tion, becomes a useful member to a delinquent gang.
Strength and size may be used in various ways. A youth
of huge build can gain his ends better by bullying than
by performing a delinquent act under cover. It is not
only normal growth that is helpful, bat even defect and
disease may be used. A child with a conspicuous deform-
ity, such as a crippled leg or a crooked spine, may be a
r
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real advantage. Such afflictions may be exploited
with profit, either by thu sufferer himself, his family,
or the gang, for catching attention and winning sympathy
from the passerby, a pathetic or innocent exnression
often leads to a remunerative ena.
"The most obvious instance of a physical ad-
vantage is the possession of a good figure by a growing
gir?. . Young, good-looking children are speeoily spoiled.
In industry, they can win more by trusting to good looks
than brains. At an older age, an idle life of immorality
may lead the pretty adolescent girl either directly into
misconduct or into delinquencies of various kinds. In
a boy, an effeminate and attractive appearance may have
the same outcome. If tney live in a section where evil
practices are carried on, good looks in either sex are
1
apt to lead to delinquency".
The following table enumerates the percentage
of developmental defects found in one hundred delinquent
1
families studied by Burt,
1. Burt - "Young Delinquent", p. 275.
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A, SPil^IAL 01^*0:73 .
Jye and tar dofects also nose and throat ob-
structions may have tho following saqudnce of effects: -
irritability and discomfort, retai-dation in school, lack
of success in efforts, dissatisfaction with school or
work, truancy, association with bad companions, and a
general view of one's self as an outcast. The child
with enlarged tonsils who constantly holds his mouth
open may be jeered at, called foolish and suffer a lower-
ing of status. The child with crossed eyes, also is apt
to be ridiculed and only an extra effort will tinable him
tc get along in his group in the regular way. There is
a tendency for such persons to be ostracized, forced out
of the group and into association with others of a differ-
ent culture, and this frequently means lav/less and anti-
social groups. Unless there are soecial elements of
strength in such persons, or circumstances that are un-
usually good, character may be decidedly affected. Such
tniiigs frequently cause irritation to otiiers, as well as
to the person with the defect, wxiich tends still more to
make tht individual feel tnat he is outside of tne group
and hence, to take an anti-social attitude.
1. DjFiiciTv::: vision
.
Sye troubles may affect the child in several ways
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and promote dtslinqubnt habits. They are regarded as
either a major or minor factor in over 10% of the cases,
i-ya strain often leads to irritability, discontent, nead-
ache and bodily discomfort, all of which may contribute to
delinquency, especially during the adolescent period. It
tends to cause a reaction in anti-social acts.
Another important side of this question concern-
ing eye trouble consists in the relation it bears to the
acquirement of education and interests. It hinders read-
ing and handicaps the child in school, wno may later slip
into dishonest ways. V/henever reading is attempted it be-
comes associated with pain and thus, the child is debarred
from the best way of spending a free hour. He can prevent
delinquent impulses "^y giving an individual the foundation
for earning a livelihood and also developing a desire for
wholesome recreation and pursuits, .vith poor eyesight this
is seriously impeded and a pathway to undesirable tendencies
is left open, ^iigaging in satisfactory occupations may be
interfered with to a certain extent,
1
Visual defects bring disfigurements such as:-
wearing glasses, affliction of tue squint, red eyelids,
and strange mannerisms developed by dim-sighted people,
which tend to call forth ridicule from companions. To
the near-sighted or myopic person, things seem blurred
1. Burt - "Young Delinquent", p. 27I
.
••
.
and indistinct and may cause hirn to brood and daydream.
Hypermetropic individuals suffer in ether ways, Thay are
incapacitated for all close work as reading, writing and
sewing. They have more strain and annoyance which is apt
to cause nervous headache, and usually tney nave a longer
time to wait before the defect is fo>and.
A weak-sighted child goes from school to work
where his wretchedness may be renewed. Taunts and nick-
names crop up again. Strabismus is one of the ocular
troubles which may cause a tendency toward delinquency.
An ailment of the eyelids, when vision is somewhat im-
paired, may be attended with discomfort. During adoles-
cence, the tjirl is unusually sensitive to wearing glasses,
and this may be accompanied by a stubborn revolt. This
defect tends to set tne child at a disadvantage when in
competition with others both in and out of school. He
may try to restore self-confidence and a sense of superior-
ity by resorting to delinquency, ^t the least suspicion
of defective sight, tne eyes should be tested. The coran)on
letter test may be insufficient. Troubles of this kind
seldom constitute the sole factor; other causes must be
sought.
••
2, d::?jctivj iijarp;g .
Defectiva hearing is not found as frequently among
delinquents as eye defects, Jlvtsn then, it is not regarded
of any great importance, except when it has interfered with
education or the development of wholesome interests. The
varying conditions of hearing which arise from ear infec-
tions are notoriously irritating. Such annoyances may
lead toward the establishment of chronic mental troubles.
Partial deafness is a serious handicap to progress
in school and at work. It tends tov/ard backwardness and
incompetence ana tnt individual is apt to acquire some
personal oddity. Such persons i^^re more or less cut off
from social inttrcourse and have been deprivud of public
opinion around tiitm. Lattr on as ne grows older, the cnild
may become apprehensive about what people think of his own
character or conduct. He may gradually take up a morbid
attitude, inwardly suspicious but outwardly defiant, toward
society as a whole. This particular defect of hearing seems
to bear especially upon girls, who are more dependent on
the attitude of persons about them, a boy is able to com-
pensate better for his defect, as ne is less occupied with
persons and more interested in aoing or making things. The
deaf child may become forlorn and solitary. If left by
himself, he may pick up dull acquaintances who make small
••
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demands of him. Tiitsy usually dsvelop a weak character
rather than an irritable or aggressive one, "It has
been found that deaf delinquents are given less to
outbreaks of violence or adventure and more to offenses
1
that are petty and mean",
A deaf child may learn to make use of his
known weakness. He can claim not to have heard repri-
mands, and may, by his wilfulness, win a reputation for
more stupidity than is really his. If deafness is inter-
mittent, no has a aouble convenience of hearing when he
is not meant to, and of being deaf when he aoes not wish
to obey.
It is necessary that the deaf delinquent be
given occupations where his trouble handicaps him least.
There should be little contact with persons other than
those who know his defects,
2
3, WQS^ A,ND THROAT OBSTRUGTIQI^S .
Adenoids ana enlarged tonsils may readily be
sources of physical weakness. Thest? conditions may
occasionally be at the basis of such dolinqaent tendencies
as develop from discomfort. Trouble may begin with a
dislike for school work. Gulick and Ay res in an extensive
survey of tne conditions among large numbers of school
children made a conservative statement about the results
1, Burt - "Young Delinquents", p. 273.
2, Mangold - '^Problems of Child Welfare", p. 358.

of such physical dtfects as large tonsils and adenoids.
Thty snow clearly that tiiase troahles tend to disappear
with increasing age.
It has been estimfcted that almost 10*^ of the
children of the country of school age are affected with
this cause of defectiveness, ^vdenoids especially affect
the brain, causing it to become sluggish and inactive
and frequently perverting morals. It has been observed
that a child wiio was backward in school, difficult to
control in the home or on the street, was suffering
from adenoids. Their removal in many instances un-
doubtedly tends to lessen the amount of juvenile
delinquency. With adenoids, there is mouth breathing,
often a deadening of the hearing with a loss of mental
acuteness and alertness; defective oxygenation of the
blood; starvation of nerves and brain; irritability and
dullness; inattention and restlessness in school; re-
bukes from the teacher; discouragement and resentment;
loss of a grade; truancy, idleness, bad companions,
lawlessness and crime,
4. Carious t^e .
Defective teeth are not only a menance to general
good health, but also normal social achievemei.t . It is
not so much the local aiscomfort as it is txxe constant

a'bsorption into the system of poisons generated "by decay,
which causes the most damage.
There has "been a question concerning the rela-
tionship of impacted teeth to the production not only of
nervous disorders but also of delinquency. Dental impac-
tion means a crowding of teeth in the jaws before eruption.
Tnis rnay cause considerable peripheral nerve irritation
and result in unfortunate reflex conditions. Still proof
is wanting that there is any connection between impaction
and bad behavior. Chronic abscesses at the roots of teeth
may be the cause of systemic poisoning of a mild degree.
It is difficult to estimate tne social results of taking
proper care of the teeth,
5, SP^HJii d::?i:gt3 .
These particular defects may often iiave in-
fluence upon the personality of an cffcnaer. Stuttering
tends to make the individual highly anti-social, ihe
victim of this disorder looks upon himself as different
from others, ar.d is easily won by suggestions to delin-
quent behavior. Impediments in speech are difficult to
deal with, especially when found in beys. The child
may have an inborn nervous and emotional instability and
sometimes a nature deuply degenerate. The sense of shame
and inferiority is greatly hampered by the misfortune of
••
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a stutter. The stutterer feels himself an outcast from
society for he may "be continually plagued by his fellcws.
The dread of this perpetual jeering may lead to violent
cufbreaks and to lasting anti-social resentments. Direct
reactions, as assaults and suicide tiireats are not un-
comraon and indirect reactions are almost inevitable.
Often the victim wishes to be by himself un-
less he can find comfort with some understanding mate
who can put up with his disorder without comment. At
times, this may lead to inferior companions. Thieving,
vagrancy and such nractiqes have been indulged in.
Character deterioration has been made much
of by specialists. They maintain that emotional dis-
turbances lead to a psychosis and suicide tendency.
Stuttering and other speech defects may be
signs of degenerate or defective traits, according to
1
Healy. For adequate diagnosis much more must be
known of the individual than that he stutters, all
people with speech defects are not defectives in other
abilities. It is possible for them to attain social
success without entirely overcoming the handicap. Some
delinquent stutterers have had nothing but discouragement.
Recovered cases have had eacouragement ana mental training
1. Healy - "Individual Delinquent", p. 222,

of good tiarly environmant , Tii© main point in handling
a aelinquent stutterer is to find him suituble occupation,
whore iie can work withoat being constantly made aware of
his deffect. He requires as little association with his
fellows as possible.
Speech defects are curable and the sooner
treatment is undertaken the batter the results. By
overcoming a speech disorder it is possible to change
the attitude of a person and readjust him prooerly to
his environment. The reeducation of speech involves
mental and physical hygiene* Relaxation, proper breathing
good posture, muscular development, self-control and
mental balance are some of the rusults. In brief, speech
reeducation is character bulla ing,
1
6. DJAF-:iUTI3:i
This tyrie of individual may be extremely
rebellious, because of dissatisfaction and irritation.
In some cases the inherited or acquired cause, generally
of tht nervous system, has left a thoroughly unstable
nervous make-up. This person is a constitutional in-
ferior. Such ofi^enders may be the worst sort of trouble
makers.
B - g:^ii:ral co:isiD:::FLxTiors
.
It has been stated that there is no close or
1, Healy - '•Individual Delinquent", p. 222.

necessary connecticn "between physical aefects or ail-
ments and crime. Many delinquents are considered quite
healthy and fret from physical defects while many non-
delinquents are extremely aefective from a physical point
of viow. It is not always the physical defect itself that
produces delinquency, but the social ana other conditions
surrounding the defective person.
Physical ailments may he related to delinquent
tendencies in three ways:
(a) They cause irritation and discomfort.
(b) They cause wtsakness, inefficiency, re-
tardation and failure.
(c) They tend to cause a lowering of social
status and a feeling of inferiority.
It is assumed today, tnat bcnavior problems
are closely associated with poor physical conditions or
some specific disease, that may have been a considerable
JfactiOr in causing delinquency. Burt says that the young
o^'fender of good physique and resistive constitution
seldom comes back in after years as an habitual criminal,
-lost repeated offenders are far from robust; they are
usually frail, sickly or infirm. Chronic moral disorder
is so regularly associated with cnronic physical disorder
that some ha?e contended that crime is a disease, or a

symptctn of disease, needing a physician for treatment.
Simple physical measurements have shown tixat defects
are common and tiiat the average person, quite irrespec-
tive of iiis behavior, has physical deviation from a
standard in many respects.
The frequency among juvenile delinquents of
bodily weakness and ill health has bttn romarked by many
recent writers in the fitld. It is claimed by Burt that
70^ of the cases have such defects and about ^0°^ need
medical care. Children coming from delinquent districts
are far more subject to disoase than children in healthy
areas ana saporicr homes, •a experiment carried out in
London discovered, that "defective physical conditions are
one and onfc-qu<=.rter times as frequent among delinquent
children, as among non-delinquents from the same schools.
It was found to be a little more common among girls than
boys; but among beys it is more often a major cause for
crime. In those examined, 10^ of the boys and 7*^ of the
girls had some physical illnes wiiicu seemed to be the
source of the child's faults. Physic&l defect is cora-
1
paratively rare as a solo or predominant cause"
Actual conaitioiis observed are for tut most
part mild physical weaknesses or irritations such as:
infectious diseases of childhood, glands, adenoids and
1. Burt, Cyril - "Young Delinquent", p. 240,
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tonsils, headache from many divtrse causes, malnutri-
tion aiid chronic catarrh. The few major factors are
as a rule either diseases cr disorders involving the
nervous system such as: chorea, epilepsy or defects
of the senses as poor hearing and vision.
A large percentage of delinquents suffering
from physical ciisabilities is attested by reports from
penal institutions throughout trie country, .\rrangcraent3
v.ere made to give all inmates of a Hew York correctional
institution the same physical examination that is given
in the Army. In a male reformatory in New York, where
inmates average "barely twenty y^ars, only 8% passed the
required physical examination. In the Penitentiary, 1»here
the average age was greater, only passed,
"Some studies that have been made of offenders
show thiit a number of iiidividuals are suffering from acute
and chronic physical diseases such as tuberculosis. Bright'
s
1
disease, asthma, syphilis, and many otners". The vital
importance of early recognition of tuese conditions cannot
be over estimated. Their relationship to an individual's
industrial efficiency and thrcu^^h tuis to his delinquency,
may be seen in the collections of studies at various
clinics.
1. CHRONIC DIS>.S^
.
Prolonged illness may nave a bad effect upon the
1, Parsons - "Crime ana Criminals", p. 7'3»

child, fc r it ha s inorfc lasting results ttian ttmpcrary
physical illnuss. Chronic illness is apt to bring about
a sense of inferiority, since it roacts upon the mind in
various ways. This may develop into a grievance against
all who have the good luck to be stronger, as companions,
even parents and society as a whole. Prom the start a
sickly child usually has an extra share of sympathy
•
Through life, he has been unable to stand up against his
mates, and has been tempted to fall back upon craft to
conceal his failings ana to gain his ends.
In older years, bodily infirmity brings hardships
to the roan. He is expected to earn a living by the labor
of his hands. Bone and muscles are his tools and stock.
A woman, despite delicate physique may find adequate liveli-
hood, while a man from the laboring classes cannot. He may
for a while, but either of his alternatives are, (a) the life
of a pauper, or (b) a thief. These weaklings from tne poor
districts when out of work, fiji,a no other choice except a
life of crime which eventually leads to prison.
xibout of tne cases of chronic illness examined
by Burt are designated as tubercular. However, many of
tlriem are not considered active cases. Per example, there
may be tuberculosis in a family, but the child's ail-iients are
broxicho-pneumonia in the past and chronic catarrh at the
he is examined. lie looks undernourished and pale, and
f
his muscular system is poorly aeveloned. An offspring
of tuberculous parents rnay ha somewhat uristable. ^-.t
times the ne^idless apprehension of an early aeath causes
a short and merry life.
In connection with malnutrition, there are some
defective conditions whicn are frequently contributory
factors in the problem of juvenile delinquency, such as
anemia, headache, tooth defects, etc. One of the most
disastrous for the child is tuberculosis. It may assume
many forms such as tuberculosis of the spine, nip or
lun^s.
2. aCUTJ DIS^-i3ZS .
Health may suffer a lasting impairment from
some of these childhood illnesses. The r.iental powers
seem to be dulled in ycung children who are recuperating
from an acute infectious fever in early years, rffort cr
exposure may bring abo>it discomforts as headaches ard
faintness. The habit of laziness seems to grow on these
persons. During school hcurs they '-^re often idle and
afttr school nours they tend to riiope ^nd loll around.
In order to escape exertion and fatigue they cover them-
selves by lying which in turn protects them from cowardice.
There may be other results. Unable to play

with his companions, the weakenad child starts day-drwtim-
ing and may become solitary and occQntric. *^mpty hours
give plenty of time to develop improper thoughts wnich
.T.ay lead to carrying out delinquent acta.
Often trouble emerges after a boy is fully
restored to health and strength. It is now not the
incapacity but the habit of non-exertion that persists.
There are often traces cf spoiling and indulgence during
the convalescent period. This is most apt to haonen in
an only, nampered child, ^-^fter this attention he
resents tl^e return to tasks and discipline of a hardy
boy. V/ith most convalescents, it is character rather
than physique that is destroyed. The mental effects
tend to outlive physical conditions, 'iisdemeanors do
not usually start until Health is restored. Sometimes
delinquencies date from thu first punishment tne caild
receives. It may be broaglrt on by illness in another
child, A new patient takes up trie purantS' interests
and the forgotten favorite becomes jealous. He may try
to retrieve notice and attention and if this i'ails, the
child nroceeds to ^^et the good things he got when an
invalid, that are now lavishea on his rivtil,
"A temporary physical illness may be the cause
of a passing delinquent period. It is nar^i to keep down

hasty impulses when in a run down condition. .Vu&n health
decreases our courage is diminished and temper is ant to
iDurst oat in a blast of violence, ".loral control is at
1
an ebb when in temporary ill health.
Since there are many chilaren who become delin-
quent througti either physical or mential retardation, it is
evident that this factor needs careful attention among the
youth of today, as a precautionary measure for future
crime. By retardation is meant that for some reason or
other the child has been retarded or held back, and this
lack of progress often is instrumental in the production
of juvenile delinquents.
A principal in Minnesota, according to Judge
V/aite, reports tiiat irregular attendance at school is
the cxiicf cuase of retardation among his school children,
and that sickness, accoruing to excuses from parents,
is tne principle cause of irregular attendance. -Veakness
or some physical defect may divert un ijiqividutil from a
successful career. It is apt to rtsult in truancy, which
may lead to delinquency.
-T. study conducted by the Minneapolis Juvenile
Court of 235 boys and 55 bii'ls, snowed tnat ']0% of the
boys and of the girls were retarded one year or more
in scuool from a standard of seven years for Grade I and
1. Burt, Cyril - "Young Delinquent", p. 240.
••
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SO on. Tha corresporiding freqa&ncy in retardation of
school children gbnerally is 2!J% boys and girls.
We may not conclude that school retardation is in it-
sttlf a caisQ of del ifiqiofioy , for it is probable, in
many cases, that both retardation and delinquency ccr:ie
from the same sources. The tendency of mere retardation
is toward delinquency. The child who is behind his grade
loses interest and ambition ana the ill effects upon
character and conduct is obvious. Therefore, medical
inspection of school children lessens retardation by
detecting and checking acute diseases aria this eventually
may tena to reduce juvenile delinquency.
1
Judge V<aite alsc found that percentages of
physical defects among school children generally, show
wide variation, which indicates aiffercnues in standards
or thoroughness. Per the whole country it has been esti-
mated that 75^' is accepted as correct for physical defects
among children. Physical defects iart- found to be greater
among juvenile delinquents tnan among school children
generally. 0 it of 204 delinquent cases studied, lyt/ were
found defective. Of I24 in court for tne first time,
105 had physical defects; and of 80 repeaters in court^
73 had similar troubles. The average number of defects
per individual was much greater among repeaters than first
1. Waite, i:. F. - "Physical Bases of Grime", Bulletin of
American Academy of ledicine - Vol. XIV - 1^13 - p. 356,
9
offenders. medical inspection of 'linneupolis children
found physically defective. The most common defects
of 204 cases were as follows:
Defects -lunonf. Boy s. Cases
Phimosis 3^
liilarged tonsils 64
Seriously bad teetn 75
Adenoids ^8
Defective vision 58
Upon entrance to Sleighton Farm in Pennsyl-
vania, each girl receives a thorough physical examina-
tion by the residt-nt physician, n record is m&de of
the results and in the majority of cases tht general
physicfcil condition is designated as good, fair or poor.
Less than half (43 'Y^) girls were considered in
good physical condition, while more than a fifth (22. 2*^)
were in poor condition. Colored girls were less robust
than white, for only slightly more than 37*^ were in good
condition atd more then zS*?- were in poor health.
The author states that the classification used
is not sufficiently objective in kind to be independent
of the particular examining physician or to make possible
comparisons with similar groups of non-delinquent girls.
It is suggested, however, that problems of delinquency are
#
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further compl ict^tod to a serious de^roe "by problems
connected with health.
The follcwirig tuhlc enomtirutbs tho defucta
1
found aaiong 2b3 tiirls at Slcifihton ii'arm:
Disease Mum'ber Pur Cent
1. Thyroid-enlarged or diseased 11^ 43 •?
2. Tonsils ana adenoids ^2 35*'-'
3. Heart impaired 4^ 17»5
4. Lungs impaired 37 I4 •!
5. Syphilis 24 9.I
b. Skin disease I9 7.2
7, Gonorrhea I7 6.5
6. Teeth aiseased lb G,l
9. Undernourished 10 3«6
10. I2nuresis 9 3*4
11. Vision impaired 8 3*0
12. Hearing impaired G 2.3
13. ^''ervcus diseases 6 2.3
14. Glandular trouble 4 ^•5
15. Mastoid 4 1.5
lb. Otner 12 4,6
G - SYPHILIS
No study of juvenile delinquency would ever
adequately cover the ground if it did not give a place
1. Hevi^es - "n Study of Delinquent Girls at Sleighton Farm",
American Institute of Griroinal Law Jour. Vol. I5 - p, 604.

to syphilis. In oraur to huridle tnia problern successfully,
it is nuoessary to discover all tiiosy tnat suffer from t:iis
disease aiid troat them before conduct and character are
destroyed. Until recently, syphilis has been kept so
secret that very few had an accurate idea of its prevelence
and effect. serious consequence of this disease is the
fact that it leaves its victim more or less uncapable of
transmitting a healthy constitution to its offspring. It
has been pointed out by Dr. Goddard that congenital syphilis
is quite prevalent among juvenile delinquents and that it
has very typical effects upon conduct as well as upon
mental condition. There is sufficient evidence to make it
probable that the poison affects the growth of the erabyro
in such a way that groups cf more delicate nerve cells are
more or less seriously affected with the result that normal
functioning is disturbed. It is reasonably safe to conclude
ti^t when there is syphilis in the parents and persistent
bad conduct in the child, you are dealing with cause and
effect, and treatment must take into account tr^is condition,
Methods of determining tnis disease have been
very inadequate and in n-'any cases none of the usual evidences
are found. For example, it is now gexierally agreed that
the absence cf a positive //asserman blood tost is very
slight evidence tuat the indiviaual is fre.^ from disease.

Southard declares, " a negativu .'/tisserman means nothing
1
and a positive ./aaserman means about ^0^ acouracy".
It may ha r&cogniaed in tbmperaraent and habits
of the narent, By applying the V/assfarman test you get
information of tne cuild's ccndition, -Jany cases of
delinquency have been proved syphilitic. Dr. Goddard
of the Bureau of Juvenile Research in Ohio, says delin-
quency may be due to this disease, llental effects vary
enormously. They range from gross mental deficiency in
early years, or a general paralysis at adolescence, down
to nervous instability and headache. The blood test
should be given as soon as the disease is suspected.
There may be need of a specific medical treatment, i^mong
delinquent adolescents, adults and particularly young
women, syphilis is a result of misconduct more often than
its cause. Isolating infected cases and making diagnosis
should take place at trie earliest time possible.
2
Healy states that the efi'eBta of syphilis have
relation to th^ prod action of delinquency only if there is
some disability or irritatiori produced. Some sensory organ
may bj impaired or the Central nervous system may be affected.
This may result in feeblemindedness. Only a few who acquire
the disease become mentally affected. Paresis, a form of
insanity, givcs rise to criminalistic behavior that is
caused by syphilis. The relation of tnis disease to
1. Goddard - "Juvenile Delinquency", p. I04.
2. Healy - "Individual Delinquent", p. 221,
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dolinqufcncy is often covered, hecaase the iridividual is
classed as a mental defective, Krequently syphilis comes
w
in the wake of delinquency, as among prostitutes. Criminal
tendencies would he fur fewer if this disease coald he
stamped out by moans of isolation ana various other effec-
tive measures.
n. series of one tnousand casts of juvenile
delinquency was studied at the House of Detention in
St. Louis in I52G to determine the various types of
syphilis. IJach child was given a routine physical
examination with special attention to the presence of
venereal disease. The Kahn test for syphilis was rer-
fcrmed and diagnosis "based upon tue result and physical
findings. Taere was lib positive cases of syphilis and
2G doubtful cases, making a total of I42, Of the llG
cases, ^ iiad positive physical finGin^:s but a negative
Kahn test. Only 3m cases of syphilis were fo'und in boys
while there were 82 among girls.
Distribution of syphilis as to age:
Age Cases
•
1, Tobias - "Study of Syphilis in 1000 Cases of Juvenile
Delinquency", p, I30.
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The largast rium>)fcr cf acquired cases appeared
in children over fifteen years of agt. It was found
that about 20?^ of all delinquents were affected v/ith
some form of venereal disease.
It has been assumed by many investigators
that syphilis was a very important factor in the pro-
duction of mental states associated with delinquency.
This relationship was especially stressed
wnen the '.Vasserman test first made its appearance. Most
authorities are now conservative in their attitude. It has
been shown ttiat certain tynes of conduct and delinquency
are due to congenial syphilis. It has also been found
that, with proper environment ana early training, only
a amall percentage of children with congenital syphilis
tend to exhibit delinquent tendencies.
Leonard and /inderson made a study of six hundred
consecutive delinquents that haa apnetired in court. Jach
child was given a routine physical examination to determine
the prevalence of syphilis and gonorrhea. The frequency
with which these conditions were found is snown in the
following table.
% 1Frequency of venereal disease in oOO cases:
1, Leonard ana ^nderson - "a Study of Physical Conaitions of
1000 Delinquents Seen in Oourt", p, 02-0^,
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About 47"^ °^ ^^^^ cases examined v/ere suffering
from one cr 'both of these diseases. An additional
1X
had doubtful "Hlood conditions. Leonard and ^^nderson
claim tnat these diseases are riOt limited to any special
type of offender, but are cominon among delinquents in
g.enteral. The problem is lart,e enough to aemand a broad
and comprehensive policy on the part of our courts, call-
ing for a routine investigation of the physical conditions
of each offender.
There has been a difference of opinion among
various investigators in tuis particular field. ?or
example, Mateer of the Ohio Bureau of Juvenile Research
has come to the conclusion that syphilis itself does not
cause delinquency, but that resulting psychopathy in
some cases tends to develop into delinquency with im~
proner supervision. She also shews that congenital
syphilis does not affect the intelligence, for these
individuals are better in tests involving imagination
and Verbal ability. Dayton has also shcvm their
superiority in certain mental tests. He has come to
n the conclusion tnat congenital sypnilis does not pro-
duce a large number of mental defectives.
1. Leonard and Anderson - "a Study of Physical Conditions
of 1000 Delinquents Seen in Oourt", p. 02-6^.

A survey made hy the Division of Venereal
Disease of the U. 3. Public Health Service found that
syphilis and {gonorrhea were more prevalent among girls
than boys in six hundred cases.
Disease Boys Girls
Congenital Syphilis 1.2??^ 3^
Acquired Syphilis 2,1% 21. b"^
In conclusion, therefore, it can be stated that
congenital syphilis aoes not apne&r to play an important
part in the production of delinquency. But acquired
syphilis is relatively high among the cases studied, due
to the factor of immorality which is comraon in delinquent
children.
D - GTIiZR OQMDITIQNS L^rvDI' G TO D ,.U3!CY .
1. h::^d imjury
Injury to the head is often cited as an explana-
tion for subsequent misconduct. During infancy the child
may fall and later sufft^r from headaches. No injury to the
head or any other part of the body will affect character
or benavior unless the bra j.n is affected. A severe head
injury may be followed by a change of disposition. Some-
times a knock tnat nas producea neither a fractured skull
nor concussion may in later years aisclose a permanent
injury to the nervous tissue. Such an injury might cause
physical or mental disturbance cr both. Physical symptoma
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make a more imr-iodiate appuartinc ofttr. in tht form cf
an epilaptic aeizura. The child may have attacks of
dizziness or he may he affected by heat. :.Iental symp-
toms are also of an epileptic nature. Common psycnic
changes art irritability, impulsiveness, excitement,
fatigue, deteriorated memory and a lack of self-control.
The school child is apt to be fidgety, inattentive and
forgetful, while out of school he may be self-willed
and mischievous, Usually a neuropathic constitution forms
the background.
"It has been stated tiiat personality changes
resulting in conduct disorders, which frequently bring
children into the juvenile courts, arise from head in-
juries. A rtmarkable number of delinquents are sufferers
1
from injuries which have caused concussion cf the brain".
But, a history of head injury, such as a scalp wound or,
at times, even a fracture cf the skull, is no indication
that there has been any serious concussion. Perhaps the
best evidence of concussion is to be found in a prolonged
period of unconsciousness, occurring directly afttr trie
injury. One thousand cases studied by the Boston Juvenile
Court, gave evidence of such serious head injury, and
in another similar group 3«7^ suffered from it.
Delinquency is frequently incorrectly attributed by families
1. "Delinquent Child" - ./hite House Gcriference on Child Health
and Protection - p. 73.
0»
to injuries of tnt heaa, tnat art often very slight.
Symptoms other than dtslinqufency fart ntctissary for correct
diagnosis •
/.n X-ray examination should be made to see if
therfc is any pressure by bone or fluid, Burt reports tnat
thert are vury few cases where character has been improved
by surgery. The child must be kept from overwork and over-
strain; for too rnach repression or too great stimulation may
have bad results.
Headaches may be related to delinquency because
of irritating and even disabling effects. If an offender
suffers much from them, it may be well to take notice of
the possible effects of this trouble ur>on his behavior.
Headaches come from a wide variety of causes, and the
underlying trouble must be searched for,
3. MALliUTRITIOM .
The relation of malnutrition to conduct dis-
order has been commented iapon by many observers. It may
cause inertia and mental slu^:;gishness cr hycur-excitability
and nervousness in a child, Any of tnese conditions may
lead to delinquency. The child may be the tool of his
ovm feelings ana impulses or he may comcensate for his
disabilities in delinquent behavior. Dislike for school
^^^^
work and steady omployacint follow naturally Trom a body
weakness. Thtare rnay "he aifiiculty in tiit separation
of under-noarishment as a cause of delinquency from the
oft accompanying poverty, alcoholism and undue use of
stimulants and other unhygienic practices.
Dr. Garter maae a study of tnree hundred
children and found taat '^<j% were poorly nourished.
Not only is post-natal malnutrition to bo considered,
but also tae undur-nourishment of the mother during
pregnancy has a bet^ririg on ti^e child's nutrition and
may produce defective tissues, particularly of the
nervous system. Because of tnis under-dev-wlopraent,
these tissues are not prepared to withstand the pressure
put upon txiem in after ytars. /ibout 14% of the children were
classified as over-nourished, i*. number of them were un-
doubtedly to be regarded as cuses of endocrine disorder,
while others were thou^^nt to be the result of dietary
errors. It is anparent that ovcr-dwvelopment in some
of these chilarun may affect normal mental and social
growth
.
1
?Jalnutrition rnay be the rtsult of:
(a) Toe little fooa. - Sufficient food may
not be provided either through poverty or
mere carelessness.
1. Bridgus - "Factors Contributing to Juvenile Delinquency",
p. 535.
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(b) Improporly selocted food, - '-leals tmy be
provided wnica iiavt a deficiency of the
essential elements cf diet, namely, nro-
teins, carbo-hydrates, fat, inorganic
salts, vitamins and water.
(c) ilxcessive use of stiraalants, as tea and
coffee, which may interfere with normal
assimilation of food.
(d) Imprcner cooking; food unappetizing and
indigestible
.
(e) Irregular meal hours, causing inability
to digest food when meals are served too
close together and undue strain on the
system, resaltiut, in faulty aigesticn
when too far apart.
(f) Unpleasant surroundings during meals.
Disgust may arouse emotion and inhibit
digestion. Also unhappy relationships,
such as a teasing brother or a scolding
parerit, may give rise to anger arid pre-
vent proper digestion.
(g) Too much canay between mtals. It may
produce actual disorders or a lack of
appetite at meal time for food necessary
to complete nourishment of tne body.

(h) Fussinoss oa the part of a child and
refusal to tat certain foods may he
due to pampering or a desire for
attention,
1
4. RIGKJI'S .
/another common disease among children is rickets.
This is usually caused "by insufficient lime in the food,
and where no children's clinics are available, many parents
are unaware of the fact that their children are so afflicted.
Though not a serious disease, it may prove the basis for a
later breakdown physically, and this in turn may tend to-
ward delinquency.
5. Lr.CK OF
(a) Late hours, allowing too little time for
sleep.
(b) Overcrowding in bedroom, resulting in dis-
turbed sleep. This may be due to foul air,
inadequate ventilation, lights left on, or
movements of other people in the room.
(c) Bad dreams due to other physical disturbances
and mental troubles.
(d) Physical conditions consisting of major
diseases of kidneys and heart and minor
ailments, as diseased tonsils arid adenoids.
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colds, strained miscles, poor or over-active
digestion due to hearty meals at hedtime, or
1
intense hanger.
Lack of sleep like malnutrition may cause feelings
of drowsiness and inertia, but in adaiticn it ir:creasts
irritability, excitability and nervousness. Feeling tnia
handicap, the child may suffer from mental conflict and
take refuge in delinquency. He may exhibit bad behavior
due to impulses wuica arc easily stimulated and hard to
control, unaer a condition of hyper-excitability and
fatigue.
b, I2mRi:3IS .
>
———
—
Healy claims tnat enuresis is found with
astonishing frequency in delinquents, taken as a class.
This may be due in part to the large proportion of mental
defectives among offenders. It is also due to the lack
of self-control fo'und in constitutional inferiors and
neuropaths. Sometimes it accompanies bad sex nractices.
Healy found this trouble to be an accompaniment of delin-
quent tendencies rather than a cause. In a few instances
the shame and discomfort connected with tnis disorder
has stood very clearly in relationship to anti-social
behavior. Tne cure is sometimes difficult and even im-
possi'^le, unless the morale of the individual can be
1, Bridges - "Factors Gontributing to Juvenile Delinquency",
p. 533.
0
"built up,
A glance at the- statistical analysis below
will shew the vurious ailments tnat may "ho fairly re-
garded as factors of delinquency in 823 casys.
1
Analysis of nhnormal Physical Conditicna . "..la j 0
r
Cases
General excessivvj ovbr-dcvelopaent for age ... z|
ilarked over-development of sex cnaracteristics
for age 5
Puberty markedly premature 3
Excessively poor general development .......... 7
Very poor nutrition 3
Puberty tnuch delayed 0
General poor physical condition 5
Anemia ^
Heart disease 1
I^xcessive enlargement of thyroid 1
Defects of nose and throat 10
Ilxcessively carious teeth 3
Tklarked defective vision 13
rjarked defective hearing 1
Phimosis 5
Local irritative conaitions of genitals 1
Venereal disease 0
Pregnancy 0
Ptosis 0
?.!inor
Cases
33
18
53
42
24
8
23
7
6
2
41
15
72
13
1
1
1
1. Healy - "Individual Delirquent", p. 135»

Deftictive control oi' bladder 0 3
D^,af-r^latisra 1 1
Starnmeriiig in excess 2 4
Haadacnes in excess 3 H
General nervoas-neurotic types 2 I5
Gynecological ailment 0 1
Chorea 0 3
llpilepsy 0 1
Ring worm 0 1
Tuberculosis 0 2
Recent injury -r.. 0 1
iligraine 0 1
Boyish type of ohysique in girl 0 1
It is only v?hen t)hysict»l conditions have anp^ared
themselves airectly as causes, irrespective of mental condi-
tions, that they have been included in the above -numeration.
In this group, an offendar whoae'^iiy sical condition may be
regarded as responsible for his ctireer is usually suffering
from more than one aefective conaition.

VII. n::rvous disorders.

N>:RV0US DI3GRDJR3
.
The diseases connected with delinquency and crime
are those that involve emotional instability. The external
signs of nervous disorders, whether spasms or restlessness,
are an accompanying phenomena. In order to bring about
better morals in the individual, the underlying nervous
trouble must be sought and treated, Tiany of the observed
symptoms grow from a neuropathic basis. To insure the moral
success of offenders with visible nervous signs, it is
necessary to placo them in competent hands, and a prolonged
adjustment with proper environmental conditions should be
undertaken, ^lany delinquent careers could be prevented if
neuropathic children were properly recognized and adequately
treated in early life,
1, SPIL2PSY .
Lombroso's assertion that all criminality rests
upon an epileptic basis has never been accented because it
has never been proved. He extended his concept of epilepsy
much too far. That some delinquents suffer from epilepsy
is hardly surprising, since it is quite common in the general
population. It is not difficult to understand why epileptics
come into conflict with the law, when one considers the
psychological traits generally associated with tnese individ-
uals, as emotional instability, egocentric tendencies leading

to self-assertion, convulsive seizures, excessive obstinacy,
a lowered power of moral inhibition and spasms of crime.
The peculiar ugly temper ana outbreaks, variable tempera-
ment and behavior, that are observed in some criminals who
are not known to be epileptics, form a suspicious chain of
resemblances f Criminals and epileptics are often alike
through their strong emotionalism,
(a) PriYSIOAL CHARACTERISTICS.
llpilepsy has been considered hereditary in many
cases, and it may also be the result of a highly sensitive
nervous system being subjected to mucn emotional strain.
There is a definite group of symptoms by which this disease
may be determined. It usually implies a sudden loss of
consciousness tnat is most always accompanied by convulsive
movements, at times starting with a sudden fall. Like other
neurotic persons suffering from an intermittent but disabling
illness, the epileptic feels himself different from his
normal companions.
1
Healy's findings on the appearance of epilepsy
as a factor in offenders' careers are that in a series of
one thousand cases of young repeated offenders, ']'^- are
known to be definitely epileptic. There is a question of
doubt in many cases. In making a diagnosis of epilepsy,
in general, it may be said that he called these individ-
uals epileptic who have had convulsive attacks beyond the
1. Healy - "Individual Delinquent", p. ^jlb.
•
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period of infantile convulsions, or when there has been
evidence of the occurrence of attacks of a minor form of
epilepsy. This included cases where spasms or convulsions
were exceedingly frequent during infancy or early child-
hood. No consideration of tha epileptic's characteristics
is complete without taking into account the fact that this
disease is frequently correlated with premature develop-
ment and over-development, both of the general physique and
of sex characteristics. Mental and moral aberrations are
not uncommon in these unstable individuals, for they are
sometimes apt to perpetrate impulsive acts of violence.
To get work or to earn steady wages seem all bat impossible;
hence, with a lack of nervous and emotional balance, they
are doubly prone to develop dangerous and resentful moods
and tc become hostile to the community that fails to
support them.
(b) :.CNTAL P1:GULL^RITES OF EPIL^TICS
.
"One of the most notable peculiarities displayed
by epileptics is the great variability in their mental func-
tioning. To know the mental capacities of this emotional
individual one day is not to know them the next. Findings
are not always duplicated in testing. Howevtr, these
variabilities are less wull known than the changeabltnesa
1
of mood and disposition".
1, "Report on Causes of Crime", by National Commission on
Law Observance and Enforcement, p. 21.
II
The dovelopnitnt of an epileptic character is
one of the moat recognized psychological traits of this
disease. Some are prone to intense wmotional states,
but much inconsistency is shown in their feelings. Others
may be subject to constant irritability, but more often
there is a sudden showing of anger and vicious conduct,
almost entirely without cause. Periods of sullenness or
bad temper are often symptoms, but impulsiveness is a very
general characteristic.
1
Healy states that another type of epileptic
traits center about egocentric tendencies. This very
often leads to self-assertion of all kinds and to a
defective appreciation of the rights of others. -:Ixces3-
ive obstinacy may be frequently seen, *Vhen tnere is an
over-development of sexual life, the combination of these
typical characteristics tend to make the epileptic a great
offender. It has been said that changes in character play
so large a part in the mentality of tne epileptic, that
sometimes unprovoked naughtiness is one of the earliest
signs of epileptic tendencies in children. These unstable
individuals show many traits wnich lead in the direction
of anti-social behavior, but they are noted for their
changeable moods and sudden impalsts. In certain cases,
mental peculiarities are concerned with general deteriora-
tion, in which there is a slowly progressive tendency toward
1, Healy - "Individual Delinquent", p. 418.
I-.'
the loss of mental powtr. Perceptions are affected, ethical
discriminations are lost and cjoral powers are lowered. On
account of these facts we frequently find the epileptic be-
coming an offender.
Neurosis and epilepsy seem to fall in the middle
group between physical defects and feeblemindedness. Of the
7% that Healy found definitely epileptic, many others were
suspected. "The accepted percentage of epileptics in the
1
community at large is I/5 of 1%". Some of the worst
repeaters are epileptics and many of the gravest crimes are
committed by these unfortunates. The unguarded neurotic girl,
having the mental brightness of a normal child with only the
capacity of a high grade imbeftile for self-control, is es-
pecially dangerous to herself and the community. An epilep-
tic boy may have good capacity but cannot held his job on
account of this informity. Zpilepsy leading to idleness
later gives way to crime, which is a vicious sequence. It
is of utmost importance, therefore, that the young epileptic
should be discovered and treated before his criminality has
been developed. The most perplexing element in the problem
of juvenile delinquency is feeblemindedness. Many physical
causes contributing to crime may be remedied; homes may be
improved and environment made more fit for normal development
of childhood, but the case of a feebleminded child is
1. (Vaite - "Physical Bases of Crime', p. 3^2.
c
hopeless so long as hu remains in stress of community life,
Healy states, "the making of a criminal out of the
epileptic is the result partly of his own innate mental and
physical tendencies, partly of the formation of mental
habits according to the laws of mental life, and is partly
due to social conditions. The epileptic continually regards
]
himself as an anti-social being, a possible breaker of laws".
2« xJ^GZPHaLITIS .
Inflaramaticn of the brain or its membranes may be
known as encephaliti S'i , It is found in young persons follow-
ing illness, in which the after-effects partly resemble ac-
quired epilepsy. I^pidemics of I9I&-I92I left an aftermath
of encephalitis and this condition in juvenile delinquents
has been reraarKud by observers. There seems to be a relation
between an organic lesion of the brain and a lack of moral
2
control, according to Burt. There are many physical stig-
mata such as squint, tremor, muscular rigidity and symptoms
of naralysis. n typical example is mild spasms of the arm
that suggest an epileptic seizure, Ilncephalitis, meningitis,
and many other acute infectious diseases of childhood, such
as measles and diphtheria, are often attended by cerebral
inflammation and may leave disorders in their path. The
amount of impairment to the child's mind or brain defends
1. Healy - "Individual Delinquent".
2. 3urt - "Young Delinquent", p. 258.
f.
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on two facta:
(a) Sfevurity of the disease.
(b) Agfa of the child whtsn attacked by the
disease.
In the early ages, three years and below, it may
tend to yield imbecility, from four to eight years it may
bring out mental deficiency and from eight to twelve years
it may result in retarded intelligence. The chief disturb-
ance is of temperament and character. The child then be-
comes emotional, restless and irritable and may develop
delinquent tendencies, such as petty violence, mischief
and theft.
3, GHOm^.
"Chorea, otherwise known as St, Vitus dance, is
accompanied by a degree of emotional instability that is
quite common among offenders. Apart from epidemics, delin-
quents suffering from encephalitis are few. The jerkiness
of body and limbs seems to have a psychic bearing on the
mind and conduct, and these soasras often end in criminal
2
ways." Chorea is a disease of rheumatic origin and tends
to inflame all the mucous membranes. It spreads through
the body when resistence to disease and vitality are low.
Catarrh may often be tr*aced in such an individual. The
symptoms of this disease may arise as follows in the
! Burt - "Young Delinquents", p. 258,
2. Burt - "Young Delinquents", p, 2b0,
4
young child. It may start with exnosare to wet and cold,
causing thu head and limbs to ache, followed by sore tonsils
which may develop into a feverish condition, resulting in
general fatigue and restless "body and mind. At length,
bored with precautions^ he grows more excitable and nervous.
Finally, at an opportune time, comes a burst of emotion and
misconduct. At school he is most always backward and the
recurrence of his conspicuous symptoms tend to lead toward
delinquency.
Chorea may be the result of distressing experiences,
or it may be due to an unstable nervous constitution. Nervous
symptoms become more pronounced among older cases and are
found quite common in unstable girls verging on puberty. In
some persons, nervous conditions appear to be a primary factor
with catarrh and rheumatic conditions also present. Unlike
other physical disorders, these nervous ailments are common-
ly the main cause of the child's delinquency. To treat
these cases in the prooer mariner is, as a rule, the first
and last essential,
1
4. PHUOSIS .
Some investigators have made assertions concerning
the relation cf phimosis to disorders of character, bat only
slit,ht evidence has been found. Healy declares that it n^iS
1. Waite - "Physical Bases of Crime", p. 3^0,

never been found as the sole physical trouble in a case of
delinquency. There is no doubt that phimosis in young
children produces irritation tending to vicious practices,
which in tirae, if long indulged in, break down moral tone,
defile the Lmagination and weaken the will. Hence, sexual
immorality and crime. Where the trouble exists, it should
1
be met surgically early in childhood. Healy has only a
moderate amount of faith in this operation, performed for
the cure of the habit of masturbation in adolescents. It
usually fails to strike the cause, or it is too late.
5. PHYSICAL IRRITATIONS .
In the study of delinquent behavior fraa the stand-
point of bad thoughts and physical habits, it is necessary
to look into the physical conditions in which may appear
the first roots of trouble. Physical discomfort of any kind
is apt to sharpen nervous irritability and increase impulsive-
ness. It may be a trifling cause, such as swollen glands, eye
or ear trouble, or a stomach disorder that warps the child *s
feelings. Teeth, eyes, fatigue and ill health tend to produce
headaches. As a result of such suffering, conduct may develop
into anti-social behavior.
Often the mind tends tov/ard things that seeia to
dispel pain. The young child takes to sweets that are often
stolen for this purpose, restlessness and wandering; older
1. Healy - 'Individual Delinquent", p. 228.
•
youth to tobacco and gambling, while older girls tend toward
flirting and frivolous diversion.
Specific irritations of the eex organs are not un-
common in delinquents. This undue stimulation may be caused
by local uncleanliness, inflaramation and enlargements. Definite
character tendencies develop upon a basis of local irritation,
which may be accompanied by a neurotic or psychopathic person-
ality. Local irritation in any sensitive part of the body
leads to chronic bad temper and anti-social conduct, which may
at tiraes assume delinquent behavior. It also has an effect
upon character and is definitely linKed with habits of miad6ing.
Often this trouble is apt to be overlooked for the child does
not like to mention his wea..mess. Discomforts tend to create
a vague mood of uneasiness in the background of the mind.
Mental consequences may be serious if there is a sense of
anxiety or shame. Local inflammation causes excitement and
may lead to sex delinquencies or to self-abuse. In chronic
offenders, or in problem cases there should be an examination
for any physical cause. Many young people have a mean dis-
position without knowing the reason why.
Excessive irritability is frequently spoken of as
a mental trait, yet we fnil to find irritability without some
physical cause for it. Usually in such cases there has been
poor general development, various nervous ailments.
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undarnourishmtint , ovtirnae of stimulants, incipient tuber-
culosis, signs of over-work and other physical conditions
in the background.
G, ::>:o^s3 PiiY3iC!r.L viaoR .
"This is a particularly conamon cause of delin-
quency in strong healthy children, who arc not nrovided with
adequate opportunity for vigorous activity. Delinquencies of
the adventure, burglarly and stealing types are often due to such
1
hyper-activity". ii. surplus of eriergy under conditions of
ordinary environment may lead directly to anti-social conduct.
Restlessness in a vigorous nerscn also tends towards misdeeds.
Excessive vigor sometimes appears in the dangerous form of hyper-
sexualism. In men and more rarely in women there is frequent-
ly a physical found<^tion in organic over-devolonment or over-
energizing of related nerve centers. Special instances of
delinquency due tc excess physical vigor are sex offenses.
Many young girls who get into court ao so on this account.
Super-abundant energy often goes along with excess sexual
energy, wliich the i^irl in ner teens has not learned to under-
stand or control. When exccss energy is combined with mental
defect, especially in epileptics, society is ant tc suffer.
1. Healy - "Inaividual Delinquent", p. 23I
«

VIII. GUlNDS Al-JD EI.WTIUNS.

THE KELiiTION OF GLANDS TO CRD/rS,
A rather recent contribution of medicine to the
theory of the causation of crirae has been made, by a study
of the influence of the endocrine glands upon the growth
of the body and also upon mental development. These glands
include the thyroid, thymus, adrenals, parathyroids, pitui-
tary, pineal and interstitial glands. The relation of the
endocrines, or glands of internal secretion, to behavior
has long been a subject of interest. It has been found that
certain of these glands have an influence upon the growth,
development and smooth functioning of organs; in fact, most
physiological activities. It is claimed by endocrinologists
that the glands of internal secretion detenaine the physical
features of the individual and they tend to govern the in-
stincts, emotions and reactions, character and temperament.
Just as certain patterns of the body are said to be formed
by a functioning of these glands, also the mind receives its
pattern from the same sources.
Endocrine abnormalities are productive of be-
havior problems in tvjo ways. Variations in growth and size
make the child conspicuous and may lead to inferiority
feelings with conflict and misbehavior. A hyp-secretion
from such glands as the thyroid, adrenals and gonads tend
i
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to produce a condition of weokneas and lack of resistance,
which in turn prevents the child from competing on equal
terras with his mates. This causes inferiority and conflicts.
Occasionally, the nervousness and excitability of a hyper-
thyroid child causes similar difficulties that involve the
emotions. Not only may an endocrine change produce a
spontaneous emotional state, but prolonged emotional strain
produces definite changes in structure and function of the
glands.
Disorders may be found in one or two glands, or
the whole endocrine system nay be disfunctioning. The most
1
easily discovered disorders in delinquency are:
1. Hypo or hyper- thyroid ism.
2. Hypo or hyper-adrenal ism,
3. Hypo or hyper-pituitrisra.
4. Hypo or hyper- gondal secretion.
5. Deficiency in pancreatic hormone secretion.
6. Persistent thymus.
Deficiency of secretion, in general, results in
stunted grov/th, delayed puberty, fat formation, inertia,
and mental retardation. Such conditions produce delinquezicy
which may be mainly of a compensatory type. The uncontrolled
impulsive type may result because of poor mental dsvelopnent.
1. Bridges - "Factors Contributing To Juvenile Delinquency",
p. 537,

Hyper-secretion promotes adequcite and even excessive
growtn, prevents formation of fat, and results in a
condition of hyper-activity ana hyper-excitability,
both physical and mental. It leads to quick impul-
sive behavior and lack of caution.
Medical science looks upon these glands as
organs for tny control of tne chemical processes of
the body. Tiie human being is a transformer of energy
which is consumed in physical, mental and tmotional
action. This energy is generated through chemical
processes, by the use of products supplied to the
body. If these nrf cesses are deficient or unbalanced
the attitudes and conduct cf trit individual may be
affected. The science of endocrinology is in its
infancy, bat what is known of the effects of glandular
deficiencies and studies wnicu xiave been made, as to
the influence of these factors upon personal and
criminal conduct, go far to dtmonstrate tne importance
of tnese factors as tne direct ar.d indirect causes of
crime. This aces not mean that tnese fuctcrs art in
themselves necessarily a cause of crime. It does
appear tiicxt pv^rsonality conditions und attitudes may
result lAnen subjected to social or economic strain
that tends to induce criminal action.
V
The endocrine ^^lands are known as the "glands
of destiny". It is claimed txiat the functioning of this
system greatly affects physical development, yerman states,
"jJore and more we c^re forced to realize that the general
form and appearance of the human body aepends to a large
extent upon the functioning, during the early developmental
period, of the endocrine glands. Our structure, length
of arms and legs, shape of body, quantity and location
of fat, tonicity of our muscles, sound of voice, the
emotions to which we t^ive expression, all are to a
degree conditioned hy proauctivity of cur glarids of in-
1
ternal secretion". He also asserts that one or several
glands possess a controlling influence above that of the
others in the physiology of the individual and so "becomes
the central gland of his life. It is dominant in deter-
mining the deciding factors of various human traits.
The ccmmor. diseases of children strike direct-
ly at the glands of internal secretion. The personality
and its reactions, normal and abnormal, are determined
by the endocrines. -^n infection is the result of en-
docrine deficiency of one sort or another. A deficiency
of an internal secretion reverberates throughout all the
cells of the ^ody. "ot only the mind, but all of the
1. "Causes of Crime" - National Commission on Law
Observance and
^iforcement - p. 29.

organism must co-cntrate to riiake up for a break in
the balance. An impairment of reason and will pov/ar
amounting almost to hysteria are caused by a deficiency,
of secretion in tiie cells.
These glands seem to develop in a cycle and
the abnormal functioning of one may throw the whole
eycle out of balance. '-I&i.y of the juvenile delinquen-
cies are connected with the period of adolescence, when
sexual maturity occurs. Some investigators, who have
studied carefully the functioning of these glands, be-
lieve that the secretions have an important influence
upon sexual maturity and that a lack of balance in
their functioning affects very seriously the sexual
life. Moreover, it is possible in raany cases of mental
difficulty that the physical basis of the trouble is
to be found in these glands. Sandler says that "the
relation of the hypothesis to tnc psyche is very close".
He has noticed that the various forms of disease of the
gland may produce nervousness and psychic manifestations,
resembling hysteria. There are some casts in which glands
of the body determine physical characteristics that are
connected with criminal tendencies, bat ups«t mental
balance which is necessary for good conduct, thus

explaining some of the mental disturbances.
Crimes of passion miay be traced in no small
part to disturbances of the thyroid. A psychological
examiner in a Pittsburgh court, tht^t was interested in
the subject, found an enlarged thyroid in 90% of delin-
quent girls. Similarly, crimas of violence may be
ascribed to a profound break in the adrenal equilibrium.
Criminal tendencies in women during menstruation and
pregnancy have long been noted. An. uncontrolled desire
to steal is usually confined to pregnar. cy. If the
pituitary is located in a bony case that is toe small,
the individual may be predisposed to crime. Something
radically wrong with tiiis glai.d may bring on life long
headaches, or may cause the individual to shoot up into
a giant build. "Tne thymus, whicn performs an important
function in infancy, is a large gland behind the sternum.
At an early age, this glar.d ceases to function in normal
persons and gradually disappears. In rare instances it
continues to function in the body cf an adult, and t^is
is known as persist4,-nt thymus. r>. study of twenty murderers
in .'/est Virginia showed them all to have a persistent
thymus. Disturbances of the gonads mi-y endow a man with
a high pitched voice, obesity, and smooth skin, all
characteristics of tne enunch. Deterioration of tne

suprarenal glands may result in high blood pressure
or an enlarged pupil of tht eye, arid so on through
the many physical symptoms of disturbance in any of
the seven glands. They causd such widely varying
phenomena as goiter, giantism, obesity, lethargy,
nervousness, high blood nressure, blindness, sleep-
1
lessness, heart trouble, and a host of other ills".
In a study made at Sleighton farm of delin-
quent girls, by far the most frequent difficilty was
diseased or enlarged thyroid. It occurred in one
hundred and fifteen cases out of two hundred and sixty
three girls examinea. Its prevalence may be due in
part to emphasis which endocrine trouble receives in
diagnosis today, or in a small 'degree to tne few
girls that came from that part of Pennsylvania within
the goiter region. Tnis disease may nave many and
varied effects unon the individual, When the sufferer
is an adolescent, ont of tiit most frequent results is
an interference with mental development. It also may
2
affect the individual's nervous stability.
A study of recidivists, those who return for
second and thirdoffenses, disclosed that a large
majority had a subnormal temperature and an increased
1. Ray - "Gland-'-'adG Criminals" - "Vorld's V/ork - Vol. - p. 49,
2. Hewes - "Study of Delinquent Girls at Sleighton Farm" - p. 604.

heart and breathing rate. .-.11 of these are endocrine
controlled functions. Internal secretions tend to
control impulses ar,d inhibitions; therefore, they
must be held accountable for a portion, at least,
of the chemical reactions behind crime.
Accepting the role of glands as body builders,
Pende divides various physical constitutions into two
groups:
1, Brachymorphic - a. type with a large trunk as
compared to heigiit.
2. Dol ichomorphic - type with a small trunk in
proportion to height.
He further divides both tyrjes into their en-
docrine varieties, according to the particular gland
which is dominant in the formation of an individual,
Kretschmer's methods are typical of another
group of glandular theorists. "He began with an attempt
to classify body builds into types and to correlate them
with psychic phenomena. V.'ith a basic classification of
three types, (1) pyknic, (2) asthenic, (3) athlc-tic, he
found many combinations. He assumed that body build wt^s
a chemical function and further that temperament was
related to physique, Basic types of body build are
supposed to be related to activities of the ductless
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glands"
.
Supporting the tncory that glandular dis-
orders are rwSDonsihle for much crime. Dr. Reynolds
states that in his research of prisoners at San ^^uentin,
he found a possible 10-15% shovi/ obvious visible signs
of glandular disfunction. He believes that tirxere is a
connection between th^, type of glandular abnormality
and the type of crime.
The best attempt at determining a casual
relationship between glandular activity and crime is
that of Schlapp arid Smitn. They use endocrinology
as a foundation for a new criminology. It has been
pointed oa.t tnat glands may play a part in feeble-
mindedness. Prison wardens claim ti^at about 5^% of
their inmates are mentally below par to some extent.
They claim that criminals i^re of two tyoes, namely,
(l) deficients, (2) defectives. They are of subnormal
mentality or of faulty mental and nervous constitution.
Snvironment is a secondary consideration to
these writers, tne aetcrmining factor it: all cases
being the mental, nervous ana glandular soundness of
the individual.
These authors attempt to aeraonstrate that.
1. Reckless and Smith - "Juvenile Delinquency", p. ^7.

"thu vast rnajcrity of all crimint.ls, mtrntal dtificients
and defectives art tne proaacts of bodily disorders;
that most crime comes about through distarbances of the
ductless glands of the criminal or through meiital uefects
caused by endocrine troubles. Criminal reactions are
caused bv the aisturbed internal chemistry of the body,
1
Certain excs^ptions are noted, namely:
(a) Criminality Que to trauma - injury to vital
Darts of nervous system.
(b) Criminality due to psychoses ~ insanity.
(c) Criminality due to extrinsic poison - drugs.
(d) Criminality caused by intrinsic poisoning-.-
tcxic infection.
(e) Criminality due to epileptic causation,
(f) Criminality due to hereditary type".
Some kinds of gland disturbance make the indi-
vidual timid and retiring; others induce excessive boldness.
Thus a great deal may depend upon the dominance of one
hormone or anotner, or upon the gland constitution of
the disturbed person. Individuals in whom excess of in-
terstitial and suprarenal hormone is dominant are likely
to be cf the violent criminal type. Those suffering
from hyper-thyroidisti) are rarely criminal, but if they
are affected, it is usually a mild form, such as a, pick-
pocket .
1. Schlapp and Smith - "New Criminology", p. 25,
c0
The following is tue case of ti "boy of ten years
referred to the clinic for stealing. He was of the hypo-
pituitary type of obesity, wiiich not only made him fat
and conspicuous, but also e^ave nini an exaggerated crav-
ing for sweets. His particular physiology demands that
the sugars and starcnes of his food be largely stored
as fat in nis tissues, instead of being burned to pro-
duce energy required in urascular activity. Because of
his weight, awkwardness, and fatigue, when he tried to
keep up with other children in gaaes, he soon became the
target of their ridicule. Absorption of poison from a
pair of infected tonsils added to fatiguability . Thus,
there were two physical conditions which indirectly pro-
duced an intolerable social situation, and influenced
behavior by coloring the child's experiences.
On November 9» 1^33^ I'Oais Berman presented
a paper in which he discussed clinical evidence gathered
from a three-year study cf 2^0 inrnates of Sing Sing Prison.
He declared that tue typical cri:ninal is the result of
faulty functioning cf endocrine glands. Dr. Herman's in-
vestigation cf Sing Siiig is believed to be the first large
scale medical survey of criminals in tais field. The most
modern methods of studying the functioning of endocrine
glands were used, ana the results were compared with a
c
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control groap of almost the samt nambfar and ugt period.
Berman states thtit, "tno grtjtitest hopt in
treatment of crime, as in treatment of diseases, lies
in prevention. If juvenile delinquency is dae to en-
docririe deficiency and imbalance, we should establish
great regional endocrine clinics in every part of the
United States to car-o for delinquent children and also
preventive clinics, where all childi*en could undergo
a periodic survey of general condition of the endocrine
system. The public must be educated to know, that to
prevent the annearance of criminal tendencies and
criminals, a periodic survey of the sttite cf functioning
1
of endocrine glands should be roade in every child".
The most general law that can be stated con-
cerning the endocrine glanas is that they affect tne
emotional life of every individual. Behavior therefore
is powerfully influenced by tnetn. These glands influence
personality by their effects upon all the organs and
parts of tne body in geiicral, and of the brain and
nervous system in particular.
If criminality is proouced by abnormal en-
2
docrine glands, Berman expects to find four conclusions:
1. That disturbances of the endocrine ^l^^cis
are found much more frequently in a
1. /unerican Institute of Criminal Law Journal, - Vol, 22,
2. Berman - "Crime and Undocrine Glands", p. 223»
cc
nonnal populution.
2. Tiiat ctrttiin types of crime should '^^
associated with certain types of gland-
ular malfunctioning, in relation to
what we knew of the action of the
specific hormone.
3. That it shoald "he possible to modify
or even aholish criminal behavior hy
means of correction of the discovered
glandular malfunctioning.
4. That it should he possi^ble to prevent
tne developraunt of criminal behavior hy
preventing the development of glandular
disorders and malfunctioning in infancy,
childhood and adolescence.
Berman started an investigation about three years
ago with thti iaea of making a detailed, systematic study of
the condition of the different endocrine glands in juvenile
delinquents and criminals, and compared the findings with
those of a fairly normal segment of the population of a
similar age period. These data demonstrate that endocrine
disturbances occur at least from two to thret times as
frequently among the criminal group as they do in a con-
trol groun.Also, that certain types of crime tend to be
c
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associated with certain types of endocrine deficiency.
Deficiency of the parathyroid and pituitary glands,
associated with hyner-function of tht thyroid and thymus,
an instability of trie adrenal glands and an interference
with the proper maturation of the gonads seem to "be the
outstanding disturbances.
In a recently published re'^ort by Rowe of a
group of one hundred four children presenting behavior
problems classified as anti-social, disobedient, vicious
or sex delinquent, jiearly two-thirds showed sif^ns of er-
docrine disturbance. In a group of three hundred seventy-
four chilartn with a behavior problem, one in five was a
pituitary disturbance and one in six a thrycid disturbance.
Thus evidence is accumulating from a number of different
sources that juvenile and adolescent delinquents and be-
havior problems are the recruiting ground for tiie criminal
class and that an endocrine disturbance is demonstrable
in a great proportion of the cases.
1
Outstanair^M ^docrine Conditions in 2^,0 Criminals
Criminals Control Group
1 . Thymus Per cent Per cent
a. Thymus enlarged , 66 20
b. Definite status thyraico-hyraphaticus 35 1'-
2. Parathyroid
a. Deficiency marked 3^ 10
b, '^/ith mild 50 I4
1. Berman - "Crime and Didocrine Glands", p. 226,
I
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Criminal Control Group
Per cent Per cent
3. Thyroid
b, Uth definite signs of hyperthyroidism 33 10
4. Prepitaitary
5. Post-pitaitary
6. ndrenals
7. Gonads
B - 2:20 T IONS .^'.-D CRBE.
1
1. aDFCJIaLS nl'^D r.iGTION.
Pear and anger are the oldest and most deer» rooted
of the emotions, and tney involve the adrenal gland. *7hen
adrenalin is injected under the skin in sufficient quantity,
it will nroduce all manifestations of fear. These effects of
adrenalin constitute the emotion of fear. Secretion from the
cortex of the gland produces anger, while secretion from the
medulla produces fear. It is believed, that nersons who are
continually fearful, nave a wide medulla and a small cortex.
It is just the oonosite with fearless individuals.
1» iunerican Institute of Criminal Law Journal. - Vol. 22.

2. PITUITaRY y:/-D r.IQTlQN.^L LIFE .
The pituitary is said to affect the tender emotions,
for all "basic sentiments and sympathy are inturlocked with
its functions. Its secretions act on the ganglia at the "base
of the brain, which contain nerve cells that are the ctntcra
of emotional control and co-ordination. Two most important
activities, the maternal and intellectual, are connected
directly with the proper function cf pituitary endocrines.
Children with small, cramped pituitaries lie and steal, are
also disturbed by enuresis, have poor control over themselves
and tend to have a low learning capacity.
2
3. THYROID AND XIQTIQN
In closest relation to the thyroid appear the
instincts first isolated, as the instincts of self-display
and self-effacement accompanied by emotions of r.ride and
shame. In excessive thyroia activit.y, there is stimulation
of emotional disnlay of the person, which may go on to boast-
ing and exhibitionism* j-^ thyroid deficiency may bring about
melancholia and desire to be alone and, at timus, to accuse
self cf various uncommitted crimes.
2
4. xMOTlQT^AL BIST..3ILITY .
A New York ilental Hygiene study discovered 42.2%
of l,2lG inmates of correctional institutions to be psycho-
paths. Glueck found 59^ of Sing Sing prisoners deviated from
1. Berman - "Glands Regulating Personality", p, 30^.
2. Berman - '•Glands Regulating Personality", p. 310.
c
normal marital hualth, most of tntrn with psychopathic traits.
Burt found of his cases were tumpermentally defectivt and
34"^ rnoru wers emotionally unstable as compared to \,^% and 10^^,
respectively, for non-delinquent population. He states that
this is a very important cause of delinquency, since the un-
stable or defective indivdual has an emotional force that
cannot be prevented from escaping through some outlet.
Hcaly, Bronnor, Baylor ana lilurphy add another
aspect to the problem in their study of the effects of
treatment of difficult cases. Those cases with both ab-
normal mentality and personality were successful only from
one-third to one-fifth as often as those normal mentally,
and only one-half as often as those defective mentally, which
shows tht: great effect of abnormal emotional expressions on
the chances of successful adjustment, after becoming delin-
qu ent
.
It certainly would seem triat psychopathic person-
ality or emotional instability is an important factor in
crime and delinquency, but not all evidence is of equal
value
"One of the increasing signs of the times is
the increasing attention to norms of behavior of the
emotional type. There is no doubt tn.-vt txiese aeviations
are in part due to social experiences. Bat inheritance
also plays a part as well as environment, as to the casual
t
relationships of these emotional deviations to dblinqatjnt
behavior, thtre is still txit emotional impulse in the form
of an unconscious, a conscioas but uncontrollable, and a
controllable drive, 'i'ne emotional instability does not
appear to be linearly correlated with delinquency but mere-
ly to ''^e in many cases an attribute of the delinquent. At
best it can only bt a cause of delinquency in individual
1
cases, in difficult situations".
Grimberg asserts, that emotional itistability is
of greater importance in delinquency than mental defect,
and that it is due to congenital defect in the functioning
of tne endocrine ^^lands. He finds a gret^t rtlationship
between the neurotic and the delinquent in their general
psychic make-up, endocrine status and emotional insta'^il ity
.
The same difficulty arises in determining the role of emo-
tional instability as a cause of crime as in determining
the role cf physical defect. In both cases tnerw is no
standard for tne normal, o^docrinologists are less able
to prove norms than anthropometrists, who measure physical
conaitions. The wide claims of fciidocrinolO£,is ts, that
personality characteristics, conduct trenas and criminal
behavior are all explicable in terms of glandular function-
ing have net yet been substantiated.
ckless and Smith - "Juvenile Delinquency", p. Gy.

STBIULANTS AJ© NARCOTICS
c
STIMULANTS AIJD NARCOTICS
A - ALCOHOL
There his been a great deal of discussion on
the relation of alcohol to crime. It is difficult to
determine either the importance of alcohol in the produc-
tion of crime or the ways in which it produces crime, be-
cause alcoholism is so frequently the result of other con-
ditions which would produce the crime without the alcoholism.
The greatest difficulty is the fact thattnaiy chronic drinkers
are such, because they are already defective with a tendency
to pass down traits, especially mental defects, irrespective
of alcoholism. The character of parents nay be reflected in
the child's behavior rather through environment and develop-
ment than through hereditary influences. It has been found
that alcohol may have a direct influence upon deterioration
of the germ cells, and this may be regarded as a cause of
defective inheritance. The presence of alcohol in the cir-
culation of either parent at the tii-.ie of procreation, may
be a cause of degeneracy in the offspring. It places the
child on a border line between defective heredity and de-
fective environmental conditions. The use of alcohol by the
pregnant mother may have a dangerous effect upon the nervous
system of the unborn child.

Ill
•
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"Alcoholism is much greater proportionately among
1
adults than among child offenders". Healy found that, of
repeated offenders coning from alcoholic families, only 2.7y^
of offenders used alcohol and most of these were only
occasional partakers. A poisoning usually results in child-
ren and after-effects are manifested in the nervous system.
He did not find alcohol to be the main cause of any of his
thousand cases of juvenile delinquency in Chicago, but did
list it as a minor cause in twenty- two cases. Healy reports
that in '6I/0 of a thousand cases in one series, one or both
parents drank to excess; in a second series 26.5/^ and in the
Boston series, 51;^.
2
Goring found that the correlation between alcohol-
ism and crime in general was not significant when intelligence
was made a constant, and that it was liiportant only as a cause
of crimes of personal violence.
Alcohol is one of the most striking causative factors
in delinquency when considered from an environmental stand-
point. However, it is difficult to distinguish between
hereditary, developmental and environmental effects of
alcohol. Important relations between alcohol and criiae may
be considered economic and social rather than physiological.
The status of this type of person is lowered, and because of
the lack of control which comes with drinking, modification
of behavior is difficult.
1. Healy - "Individual Delinquent", p. 262.
2. CJoring - "English Convicts", p. 277.
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That only 2,7'^' of young repeated offenders were
users of alcohol is important, since we are dealing with
genetic factors of criminal careers. If a larger percen-
tage of older criminals are alcoholic, it is usually hb-
cause tiiey acquire tne habit. Hereaitary, developmexital
and environmental factors wnich t.jna toward et^rly delin-
quency, make also for later alcoholism, ^ut it lias been
claimed that delinquency starts first in a vast majority
of cases. The effect of alcohol on an tidolescent may be
noted for breaking down normal social and moral inhibitions.
It is brougirit about by companions wno desire to lower the
1
levels of behavior. Htaly names several types of alcoholics
and their pottntialities . Recently we have bei^.un to hear
about the feebluminaed alcoholic, for many habitual drunkards
are considered mental aefectives. The individual who is
a true mental defective ana the epileptic are both prone
to become drunkards. Alcohol brings en a feeling of exalta-
tion or superior strength that appeals tc these inferior
types
.
There is evidence, that when prohibition first
came iiito effect ana was strictly eiiforcea, arrasts for
drunkenness decreased a great deal and also arrest for other
offenses to a ct;'tain extent. There seems to bo nothing
more certain tnan tnat complete prohibition of intoxicating
1. Healy - "Individual Delinquent", p. zGy.
••
liquors woald greatly reduce crime. Aachaffen>iurg
believos timt if alcohol could bo cc:pnlc:tfcly ulimiriated,
there would be an immeaiate reduction of crime by as
much as one-fifth, to say notuing, of tnt affect on
succeeding gune ratioxis . There is little eviccnce tiiat
the more serious crimes nave beei; reducea at all by
prohibition.
B. T:::ri. aI'Id gqfpis)
.
It has been found that uelinquency of children
was more frequently related to tht, ir nabits of drinking
tea and coffee than to habits of usirg alcohol. It is
difficult to siiow how excessive use woild cause criminal-
ism in aaults, but the relationship of anti-social tendencies
in a child to over-use of these stimulants is quite clear.
1
Healy assigned tea and coffee as a minor factor in forty-
three cases out of one thousand. They cause an amount of
excitation and unsteadiness of the nervous system, and a
general restlessness which is injurious to efficiency in
school. This leads to truancy, whicii is a natural reaction,
tnat {jives rise to tne usual range of temptations and un-
desirable tendencies. Tne same is true of life in the
home, •'''ith an exctssive usc of stimulants tiier« is very
apt to be irritability, aisobeaience and family friction.
This leads to bad comnanions, unsatisfied longings and a
break in family control.
Healy - "Individual Delinquent", p. 280,

G. TQB.vCGQ
.
riuch that has bfayn said of tua and cofffaQ would
apply to tobacco, almost tiib only way in whicu tobacco
mukes for dtlinquant ttindoncitts is, by causing an unstable
nervo is systtra, whcrx it is inaulged in txcossivuly by young
people. Htaly assigned sixty of his one thousand cases of
juvenile delinquency to smoking, wnich was started at a very
early age, thus leading to anti-social behavior.
D. DRUG aDDIGTIGN .
This is riOt an important factor in juvenile
delinquency, thougn it roay play a oa rt in the causation
of crime in later aaolescence and more particularly in
adult life. It is a delinquency in itself, but it may be
a casual factor in other aelinquency, such as stealing,
sex offenses, etc, ^ great variety of chysical, mental
and environmental factors contribute to drug addiction
as well as to any other form of undesira-^le behavior.
The drink ana drug habits navc long been associated with
crime. Healy has contribated the most comprehensive data
on the relationship of stimulants and narcotics to delin-
quency,
"Habit forming drugs such as morphine, cocaine,
opium, and heroin have a ncre decided effect than does
alcohol in producing deterioration. It may be possible
that their relation to crime is closer. "Ihe effects of
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various drugs a-ru quite ciiffercnt, as tnty all form insis-
tent habits. r.Iost of tiicse aru^js proauce about tuc s^irae
symptoms, but cocaine is a narcotic wiiicii is very differ-
1
ent in its action on the organism".
Morphine in its relation to crime is vastly more
subtle than alcohol. The effects are not so obviously con-
nected with misconduct. The use of morphine is not always
ah actual cause of crime, but in some cases it is a direct
factor. In :.Tany c^ses, it is taken for its quietixig effect,
which is very different from alcohol or cocaine. Morphine,
taken in ordinary doses, by one whc is not an addict, helps
to dull general sensibility, suppresses pain or discomfort,
physical and mental, and disagreeable sensations of any kind
are done away with, Tne suppression of pain is txit; only out-
standing effect of morphine, Even though morpnine dulls
general sensibility, it tunas to stimulate intollectual
processes. Unaer its influence, ideas seem tc flow in
agreeable channels, while bodily relaxation takes place
at the same time. This drug works toward the establish-
ment of a habit. It is wucn morphine is taktn iri large
doses that the drug action manifests itself and that all
mental functions become markedly depressed,
llorphint: t^nds tc "^riiig about the following
1. Bridges - "Factors Contributing to Juvenile Delinquency"
,
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bodily syniptom.:3. It contructs the pupils cf the t-yos,
influences ciroulation and perspiration, checks secretions
and slows up movements of the intestines. The effect wears
off after a certain number of hours and the menacing condition
returns to what it was before the drug was taken. If
morphine is taken over a continuous period, the same dose
will become less and less effective, tnas it rvust be in-
creased in order to obtain the same effect.
If toleraiice for morphine can bu acquired, it
can also be overccine. In any one wnc has taken it for
a lone, period of time, the attempt to stop tne use of
the drug is followed by a very distressing condition.
Abstinence makes the person feel quite misertible, and
he is usually sicK.. In tne long run it becomes an abso-
lute necessity for comfort.
Two classes that make use cf morphine are as
1
follows:
(a) Neuropatnic inaividuals of good mental
endowment, who regulate the use of morphine, so that they
can go many years without bad effects.
(b) Prostitutes and social failures who desire
to deaden their sensibilities and appreciations of dis-
tressing circumstances.
iilorphinists, without question, arc to be regarded
1. Healy - "Individual Delinquent", p. 275 •
#
as affuctfcd mentally hy the drug. Tntru tiro cwrtain typical
psychic conditior.s aid paculiarities which may he recognized
as a result . Prolon^^'ed use of this narcotic causes a loss
of energy, deterioration or moral ciit^i'actur tina mc rbid im-
pulses. The economic question is of great importance from
the dolinqutnt point of view, Morphinism does not necessarily
lead to delinquencies other thtm to violations of tne nar-
cotic law. The aadict who is wtll off financially, iias
no special incentive to acquire money in illegitimate ways.
Furthermore, he may he ahle to obtain the drug with little
chance of being caught, since he does not have to wander the
streets in search of a peddler. It is just the opposite in
the case of poor adaicts. One of the drawbacks of the nar-
cotic law is tiiat, because cf risks involved irj illegitimate
traffic, its price through underground channels, has reached
great heights. It is certain ti^at they spend sums which are
always more than they c&n snare and often superior to the
wages they earn. These poor addicts ar^ ex'^loited "^y peddlers
who get all they can and usually the price varies with supoly
and demand. Delinquency is ^cund to begin when the economic
margin above living expenses is not sufficient to cover the
purchase of the habitual amouiit of the drug. Things are made
worse by the fuct thut txie increasiiig need of morphine goes
hand in nand with a decreased eanang power, aud finally, the

Inability to work. In fact, prostitution in woman ttnd
stetiling of on«3 form or tiuothtr umon^ atin, art usually
tho rulfct. In addition, tiiu pfcrson wno uses thtse drugs
is comTDfcilltid to associate with criminals, which still
further increases tne inducements to commit crime. It
is bstiinatea that approximately five uollars or more may
be required to sanply the daily needs of the habitual
morphinist. This arug tends to give a feeling of infla-
tion ana self-confidence, so tnat criminals who are about
to com;.iit the worst crimes, take drugs as stimulants for
their criminal acts.
Some persons first become criminals and take to
using drugs, while a considerable number become criminals
1
through drugs. Sandoz was able to aetermine the histories
of sixty persons adaicted to morphine. Of this number,
forty-two ifaQ never been arrested before adaiction to drugs,
but had an avera^^e number of arrests after addiction of 6.2
each. The other eighteen persons had on the average 2,&
arrests each prior to aadiction and 6,3 after addiction,
"The v^ay in which drugs may ooerate is shown in
the case of a gang of boys between the ages of twelve ana
seventeen years, in Chicago, who secured cocaine from an
agent of a drug store. By the eua of six months they
had become confirmed addicts, stopoea school ana work;
1. Sandoz - "Report on Morphinism to ^.lunicinal Court of Boston".
•#
•
•
stolfa monoy from parants; also pawnta tiicir clotxiing arid
many other things tc sbcarc fa sup'^ly of arugs. 3omtitimes
1
they speiit us mach as uight dollars a day for drugs".
2
F. CQGaIN^
This drug stimulates tne individual mentally
and physically. The user may pass inspection, as having
unusually good mental ability. It tends tc increase nerve
and talkativeness ana induces boldness and exaltation,
wnich is so agut by inferior types. Some criminals take
tliis drug to give thtm physical steadiness and increase
their me: tal capacity. The cocainist's tendency to ex-
aggerate in lying is excessive and moral character is
greatly lowered. After the effect of cocaine wears off
the underlyii.g mental state of weakness is clearly
perceived.
1. Addams - "Spirit of Youth and City Streets", p. 64.
2. Healy - "Individual Delinquent", p. 277.
#
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The yarlier idea tLut del inquoiicy arid crime
result from an inhorn gtinbral physical constitution
has been entirely disproved "by scientific research,
iilso, the notion tliat direct inheritance of delinquent
or criminal tondencios is not accented today. This,
in part, goes to show that the existence of certain
physical defects, diseases and peculiarities, have an
importaiit "bearing uoon misconduct. These tend to act
on the individual in various ways. Defects may incite
a delinquent career, in thu sense tt^at they serve to
set the child apart, ana make aim different from otners,
for example, abnormal developmental conditions of growth
and deformity. These factors impel the cnild to abnormal
conduct, as a means of fulfilling those natural ambitions
he feels are thwarted by his physical defect. Peculiari-
ties may seem trivial to every one ^ut the individual
himself.
Constitutional physical inferiority, evidenced
by infection and various diseased conditions, usually lower
the child's resistance and brii.g about delinquent benavior.
If these conditions influence the child unfavorably, they
affect the develorment of nersonality characteristics through
actual weakness and irritation. Sensory defects also play
a part in the trend toward delinquency, as a child may find
#
school irksome and hecorne a truant. These special dafects
often caase him to react by withdrawing from his associates
and usually, thert is a tendency to develop a disagreeable
antagonistic and ynti-social attitude, which expresses it-
self in Various forms of misconduct.
Diseases and injuries that affect the "^rain cells
aru prone to bring about nervous insta'-^il ity and personality
changes which increase the likelihcoa to respona to delinquent
behavior. Results are taut tno normal inhibitory powers are
diminished aiici the cailci gives way to impulsive tendencies
and may respond to some stimuli in a socially undesirable
fashion. !.'ost notable among diseases tii-xt produce lowered
inhibition are epilepsy, encephalitis and chorea. Intelli-
gence and reasoning powers arc frequently not interfered with,
while the power of sclf-control may be greatly affected. In
any case of Delinquency where tae child has suffered from
these diseases, the outlook depends wholly upon results of
treatment,
Thero is no doubt that the endocrine glands regu-
late growth, development and metabolism; ir. fact, most of
the physiological activities that pertain to the functioning
of the internal organs, aided by the autonomic nervous system.
They affect both the physical and mental condition of the
child. Hyper-secretion promotes excessive growth and results

in hynor-acti vity and excitahility that rn&y lead to quick
impulsive htjhavior, a doficiuncy of sticretiori from tiidsa
glands tend to produce a condition of weakness and luck of
resistance, wuich in turn nrevents the child from competirg
on equal terms.
The part that mental or intellectual handicap
plays in delinquency is Certainly not of ti^e importance
once contributed to it» ^\ ^reat proportion of aolinquents
are of normal mei.t&l capacity; in fact, some of cur serious
delinquents are of superior ability. -lental disease plays
a very small role, "but recognition of sach cases is exceed-
ingly important for diagnosis and treatment.
Stimulants and narcotics have been considered
causative factors in delinquency for a long period of time.
However, experiments by recent investigators show taut
alcohol is not a major cause of crime in juvenileg^ "bat
may tend toward adult criminality. Two of the important
relationships between alcohol, arugs and crime may be
considered on an economic and social level, iilcchol is
frequently a means of screwing up courage to commit deeds
of violence. These stimulants and narcotics produce a
deterioration in habitual users, affecting both physical
and mental conditions.
ns important as tl.ese physical factors may be,
they should not be over-cmphasiiied . Mot only are many

delinquents in thoro-igl'ily good condition, ^ut th«re is
a grtat deal of physical difficulty in trial portion of
tiifc population that is not dolinqutnt. This most signifi-
cant phasfc of this question is the child's attitude tcv/ard
his physical aisahility. Howhere in the field of delinquency
is a finer art rbquirtd tnan in tni s manner of aiding tne
child to meet his disability without bitterness, his hanai-
caps without defeat. Tne task is to teach tut child to use
his setbacks as aias to meeting his probltms squarely.
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